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Proceedings Overview George A. Dailey, Board Member of the Civil
Aeronautics Board, was the luncheon speaker. He

The Sixth Annual Aviation Forecast Conference addressed the issue of long-term traffic growth and

was held on October 21, 1980, in Washington, D.C. deregulation.
The second panel, moderated by Dr. Bill Wilkins,The general theme of the presentations was "The FAadesdteiusofhe98'ashymgt

1980's-A Decade of Transition for Aviation." All of .FAA, addressed the issues of the 1980's as they might
t980s-ear Dadrese o h ranitio froeaon.d Al o- impact commuter airline and general aviation users of
the speakers addressed both the problems and the ex-

pectations for the decade. It was generally agreed that the national aviation system. The panel members were:
the key problem areas will be rising cost-particularly
fuel costs-and the need to improve, modernize and Jack Shaffer, Member, Board of Directors,
expand the basic infrastructure of the Airport and Air- Beech Aircraft Corporation;
way System to accommodate the expected growth. Lawrence McCabe, Assistant Commissioner,
There was a general consensus that the industry would Aeronautics Division, Minnesota Department
continue to grow, albeit at a slower rate than during the Robert A. Cooke, Assistant to the President,
past decade. Despite slower rates of growth, the level Government Relations and Energy, National
of aviation activity is expected to grow by a greater ab- Business Aircraft Association.
solute amount over the next 12 years than during the
past decade. The following sections of this report contain the

The keynote address was delivered by Langhorne presentations of the aforementioned speakers and the
Bond, Administrator of the Federal Aviation Admini- questions and answers which followed the presenta-
stration. He was introduced by Dr. Bill Wilkins, tions
Associate Administrator for Policy and International tions.
Aviation, FAA. Harvey B. Safeer, Director of Aviation
Policy and Plans, FAA, presented an overview of the
forecasts.

Following the overview presentation there was a
panel discussion of the 1980's with respect to the air
carrier sector. William B. Johnston, Assistant Secretary
of the Department of Transportation for Policy and
International Affairs was the panel moderator. The
panel members were:

Neil M. Effman, Senior Vice President for Airline
Plan.ing, Trans World Airlines;

Duane W. Freer, Director, Air Navigation
Bureau, International Civil Aviation
Organization; and, I

John E. Steiner, Vice President for Corporate
Product Development, The Boeing -
Corporation.
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Conference Opening

Dr. Bill Wilkins
Associate Administrator
for Policy and
International Aviation
Federal Aviation
Administration

We live in a time of interesting and challenging
aviation events. Our general economy is working its
way through the changes which are associated with the
rapidly increased price of energy and the reevaluation
of financial markets at a time of continuing inflation.
Aviation is also in transition. The air carriers are work-
ing their way through the newness of deregulation-
the freedom to respond to the market place. The com-
muter industry has emerged and is doing a great job of
serving the smaller communities of our country. Finally,
general aviation has come more into its own. It too, has
become increasingly complex.

Aviation planning in this kind of environment is in-
creasingly important, doubly so I would say. That's why
we are here today. We at FAA, in particular in Policy
and International Aviation, believe that the forecasts
that are being released today provide the broad out-
lines of what will be a fruitful discussion.

It is my pleasure to introduce the first speaker of
the conference, the Administrator of the Federal Avia-
tion Ad:'iinistration. One of the rewards of public ser-
vice is the opportunity for responsibility. Few posts in
this Government, or perhaps anywhere in the world,
match the responsibility that falls on the Administrator
of the Federal Aviation Administration. Administrator
Bond has accepted and discharged those responsibili-
ties with style and grace, wit and wisdom.
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Keynote Address are beginning to enter the civil fleet at a rate double
that of single-engine aircraft. And, I might add, one out
of every four of the new single-engined equipment
entering the fleet is intended for business use.

While I'm on the subject of new equipment, and
indicative of the continuing evolution of our industry,
the jet age is only slightly more than 20 years old. Yet,
we are already beginning to see entry of third genera-
tion turbojet carriers into airline fleet inventories. A
fact, I might add, that means red ink for the air carrier
industry still undergoing a period of adjustment. This
adjustment is due not only to deregulation but also to

Langhorne Bond higher fuel prices, environmental regulations, changing
Administrator relationships within the industry, realignments in
Federal Aviation schedules and shifting market patterns.

L Administration The commuter airline industry, on the other hand,

is growing rapidly and strongly. In fact, it's the 1 per-
Administrator Bond portrays American aviation as anthat is expected
industry that is overcoming the problems of inflation, to h anir anse in i n u s th is
fuel as well as "restless economics both here and to show an increase in both revenues and traffic this
abroaT." Aviation activity is expected to grow during year. As 'or the decade ahead, we expect a near tripling
the next decade. In order to meet that growth, greater in commuter traffic. However, the current number of
and more cohesive support for capital systems im- commuter carriers-some 260-will probably dwindle
provements will be ,;eeded. The alternative to expand- somewhat as financial demands of growth and route
ing the system in order to accommodate growth will be competition force some consolidation among their
constraints on demand to assure continued system ranks.
safety. The growth of the commuter industry has been

particularly interesting and gratifying. Interesting,

We are here today to review Agency forecasts of because it's virtually an "instant replay" of the early
av',ation ,- ity :or the ten-year periud 1981 through days of commercial air travel. Gratifying to me,a991. M.r6 imortartly, we are here to share with you because in the past the safety record of commuters, to

the implivations of these forecasts as we see them. say the least, left something to be desired. As you

All in ,J1, the aviation business this past year hasn't know, last January we held a major commuter safety

been too bad but, it certaioiy could have been a lot symposium. At that time, the industry delivered a clear

better. There is every indication that the demand for air message that it accepted the challenge to provide a

transp-irtatior is going to continue to grow, but the level of safety comparable to that of the larger sched-

surge that manifested in the late seventies has moder- uled carriers. Thus far, I think the commuter industry,

ated due to a number of factors. These include the as a whole, has done a commendable job. We will be

spira;d!g :',-,is of petroleum products dnd a generally holding our second commuter safety symposium in

restive economic situation both here and abroad, to lanuary to review the record and the reasons for it.

name but two. Generally, the outlook is for moderate growth dur-
One barometer, perhaps the simplest to read, is the ing the decade ahead. Total operations at airports with

number of aircraft operations at FAA-to..'ered airports. FAA control towers are forecast to increase, if they are
By year-end, we expect them to total about 68.6 able to, by 43 percent between 1981 and 1992.

million-down some 400,000 operations from last Air carrier operations will increase steadily but not

year's 69 million. However, a final accounting wi!l dramatically by 21 percent.

show that total revenue passenger enplanements for General aviation itinerant operations are expected

the certificated carriers for FY 1980 are within I percent to grow by about 49 percent, although local opera-

of the total for 1979 which, of course, wa a year of tions-leisure and sports-are plateauing and will

extraordinary growth. likely show little growth during the decade.

Despite the fact that rising tuel costs have hit Air taxi operations, however, are on the increase
general aviation hardest with curtailment of aircraft and are expected to increase by almost 98 percent-

sales and local and sports flying, the number of hours nearlk double the current volume. And, as I mentioned
flown by general aviation has increased by about 2.4 earlie commuter carrier operations are expected to

percent in the fiscal year past. triple during the decade ahead.

The business use of aircraft is continuing to grow, So despite the inflationary spiral, increasing fuel

although the fleet mix is undergoing considerable costs and restlt. , _,,nomies both here and abroad, the

change. The emphasis now is on higher performance, U.S. aviation industry continues to grow on almost all
better equipped, multi-engined aircraft. Indeed, they fronts, But despite the apparent strength of our industry
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and the outlook for business ahead, aviation is at a agenda this year reflects this trend. Certainly the key
crossroad that threatens disaster, born perhaps questions deal less with the numbers themselves than
because of the increasing acceptance and dependence with the implication of their magnitude in terms of
of people everywhere on air transportation and fueled, System growth and structure as well as the responsi-
certainly, by increasing economic pressures on indus- bilities placed on the decision makers.
try and government. The well-being of the entire in- In recognition of your shifting interests, I have
dustry is threatened, directed my staff to broaden the scope of the Aviation

Trade association lobby devisively. Forecast Conference in 1981. It seems to me that an
Aviation unions, private and federal, do the same. issue-oriented, two-day meeting, addressing both our
Accusations are hurled back and forth between forecast along with key policy, planning and develop-

public and private interests concerning aviation invest- mental issues, would be more helpful to you and to us.
ment strategies and proposed solutions to national Such a program, I believe, will enable us to mutually
economic problems. examine key issues, share ideas on problem solving

Some special interest groups exploit aviation's and, importantly, develop an integrated plan for
visibility as a means of increasing their own. System development in both industry and government.

The entire aviation community has become un- Moreover, it signals my firm belief that FAA's pro-
healthily fractious. In pursuit of narrow interests, too fessional intentions are truly mutual with those of you
many of us ignore the general health of aviation. Unless who comprise the aviation community. I intend that
we can get together, and soon, on the issues confront- the dialogues developing in this meeting, as well as
ing us; unless we manifest a working belief that our pro- those planned next year, will resolve mutual prob-
fessional intentions are truly mutual-one with an- lems-not simply give voice to them.
other's-we may soon find ourselves squarely in the In this way, I believe, we can get a good handle on
midst of irrevocable restraints that may irreparably critical issues of common interest in air transportation,
constrain aviation's growth. rather than in crisis reaction.

Many of our airports, including some of our largest, In conclusion, I would remind us all that air travel
no longer can accommodate all of the aircraft and all of in the United States is unmatched anywhere, or by any
the people that want to use them--or all of the noise other public mode of travel, in safety, convenience and
resulting from that use. i don't think I need to remind in flexibility. In no other country do citizens have the
anyone here of the difficulties in seeking new airport freedom to travel as far and as quickly as we can. It is
construction, even airport improvements. On the air- imperative that we find the means of protecting and
side, add-on automation and computerization are in- furthering that freedom.
proving air traffic capacity. The establishment of TCAs, Thank you.
more TRSAs, ILSs, VASIs and so on, are helping to im-
prove procedural safety. And studies of airspace usage
with the view of decreasing vertical and lateral separa- Questions and Answers
tions, under way at this time, may also help improve
airspace capacity. But at best, they are interim Question: How much weight is the FAA placing on the
solutions, constraining effects of noise regulation on aviation?

As to Federal resources, there is specific and gen- Mr. Bond:
eral agreement that there is a requirement for signi- Our planning mechanism is predictive. Therefore, I
ficant capital investment in the System during this and believe there is a self correcting factor. Whatever has
the next decade. However, there are substantive dis- happened in the past as a constraint is factored into the
agreements as to how, where, and when such invest- growth expected in the future. More specifically, noise
ments should be made. The funding levels which we at the source is a regulatory issue for us and we are
have proposed (approximately $700 million) for airport working very hard on it. Noise abatement as an air traf-
development and investment in facilities and equip- fic control procedural technique has been used in Los
ment (some $350 million) is a growth budget. At the Angeles and Boston and many other places. In Wash-
same time, we are operating in an environment of fiscal ington, D.C., as I know well, we pursue the best
restraints at all levels of government. The critical ques- balance between non-restraint on growth of aviation
tion is whether the Federal budget for aviation capital and legitimate easing of citizens' concerns about noise.
investment can grow fast enough to accommodate the I want to tell you I have yet to find the Golden Mean,
demands we foresee. an acceptable mean.

This conference is one avenue for exploring the Now turning to a more personal analysis of it, I
means to meet the demand. Since my appointment as think that it is imperative for all of us to continue to
Administrator, I have observed a growing interest by work on noise abatement as a technological and pro-
participants at these annual forecast meetings in discus- cedural flight operations technique. If we do not, local
sions dealing with systems planning and development governments-which do have a noise abatement role,

4 rather than in technical details of forecasting. Our especially in communities where it is such an intense
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political issue: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, additional difficulties we see in gett,,g slots at National
and so on-are going to take away all of our respon- Airport, flying into the Philadelphia TCA and flying in
sibility in this field, the southern California basin, understands that there is

It is imperative for all of us to keep making progress immense congestion out there today. Our System is
on the noise abatement front so that it can honestly be operating at a very high peak of efficiency. At some
said that the industry is doing everything that is tech- point in the future there will be that 5 percent switch
nologically and practically feasible to reduce noise, from high capacity to saturation and grid-lock.
without adding unnecessary artificial, locally induced, Question: What would happen if the System becomes
constraints. saturated?
Questions: Could you comment on the financial impli- Mr. Bond:
cations of American noise regulations on other coun- It happened to us in 1968. I was working in this
tries, particularly, third world countries? town when all of a sudden the Air Traffic Control
Mr. Bond: System simply went from marginally OK to totally unac-

I explained this point at the Annual Assembly of ceptable. Planes going from Los Angeles to New York
ICAO not long ago. The international carriers have now were being held over Denver. That happened over-
fallen under the sweep of noise regulatory statutes. It's night and everybody was surprised about it. I hope and
very difficult for an American to explain to a third world pray that that will not happen again. But, let us not kid
country with the problems of starvation, alternative ourselves-unless we really have more money and
capital investment, and so on, that noise control is more effort put into this System, it can happen again.
something that they really ought to put their money I feel a little less radical about the statement today.
into. But of course, the best answer is simply that if we In fact it has already occurred in our System in many
do not do it in the United States now, someone will do ways and we are accommodating demand that exceeds
it and do it in a punitive way for us. So we really have to capacity in an extremely crude fashion. It happens at
redouble our efforts. Thank you. National, O'Hare and LaGuardia Airports because of
Question: Would you please explain your famous the slot allocation, high density rule. The effect is that
"constraint" statement? the available capacity is divided up by the airlines in a
Mr. Bond: legalized cartel. Recently, however, the system has

I would be delighted to comment on that. The broken down at National Airport.
statement that Secretary Goldschmidt and I made dur- Furthermore, we have that kind of congestion
ing the ADAP hearing was made in a calculated and everytime weather hits the United States. The System
deliberate way, cleared by the OST and the OMB. Not goes critical and we do not dispatch aircraft. We are
only was it fully within Administration guidelines on allocating airspace capacity through our flow control
what is legitimate to say about the future of any indus- mechanisms on the sixth floor of the FAA right now
try, but also it reflected what I think is a prudent view of whenever the weather gets bad, or whenever a runway
the industry's best interest as well-though phrased in at O'Hare is covered with snow, or a weather front
an alarming way. goes through the Northeast or something like that. We

Let me tell you first what we did not say because are doing it right now using a mechanism which no one
we are accused of saying this-occasionally, by some has seriously examined or considered. For example,
of the best commentators in the industry. That is, we what happens in the Northeast as a whole, even in
are accused of saying that we want to constrain growth; good weather, if demand goes up? It can happen in the
that this was a decision on our part to deliberately add state of Florida. That is another critically strained air
growth constraints. Not so. What we have said, in capacity area. It can happen in southern California
effect, is that unless more money for research, tech- which is already badly saturated. I have mentioned

* nology and capital investment is put into the Aviation those three areas as particular candidates for airspace
" System, especially on the air traffic control and runway saturation. Unless something is done to expand System

capacity side, we will come to a point where we will be capacity we are going to face that problem pretty soon.
forced to ration airspace capacity in the years ahead. Question: Please comment on the state of FAA-
We do not choose to do so. However, the System will industry relations?
become so saturated with growth-especially business Mr. Bond:
aviation growth-that we will be forced to come up I have been uncomplimentary on occasion about
with capacity constraints. Now it isn't that we want to the various interest groups here in Washington that
do that, but unless something is done to expand System spend most of their time, it seems to me, criticizing
capacity we will have to do that. their Agency, the FAA. They are entitled to criticize,
Question: Can you provide a timetable for when the but the loss in that single-minded policy is that they
System will be constrained? have failed to go out and support, as a political mea-
Mr. Bond: sure, the capital investment in the Air Traffic Control

I cannot predict when this will happen. But any of System which is a capital investment in their, in your,
4 us who understands the growth of the System and the future.
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The appropriations committees and the money Congress and the Executive Branch in effect have been
aspects of our program are totally neglected by the in agreement on this subject. The point is that we have
aviation interests in this town and throughout the coun- changed our investment policy.
try. There is no parallel to that and I simply cannot The new ADAP Act, the 1981 appropriations bill
understand it. I have been here almost four years now which had its roots in decisions that this Administration
and not once, that I can think of, has an industry group made 18 months ago, has gone from $250,000,000 to
called on the Secretary of Transportation or the Office $350,000,000 in the F&E account and will go up in the
of Management and Budget, insisting upon more years to come. We have turned it around already. But
money for the Air Traffic Control System. At the same the fact of the matter is that it did stay at $250,000,000
time they are inundated by highway, transit, and other for almost eight or nine years. That is the lost purchas-
interest groups who want more for their programs. ing value in the capital account.
They get it. Finally, the question of surplus does deserve to be
Question: What has FAA done to encourage people to answered. It is one that has disturbed me because it has
readjust scheduling rather than go to capital invest- been repeatedly and inaccurately characterized. A lot
ments in the System to meet demand? of people in the aviation business misunderstand the
Mr. Bond: reality of the surplus. The surplus cannot be spent by

First of all, it is already happening. Peak hour con- the FAA-the Congress must appropriate it. The Con-
gestion is causing shifts in operations which are flatten- stitution of the United States says that we can only
ing the peaks. We are seeing secondary hubs develop, spend what is appropriated by the Congress. So, unless
Memphis, St. Louis and Dallas are coming up very fast it is appropriated each year the difference between the
as saturation points in the system. appropriation and the income piles up in the Trust

Secretary Goldschmidt's and my statement on this Fund as a surplus. It cannot be spent by us unless the
subject, to which I alluded a moment ago, was a warn- Congress releases it. This Administration and all prior
ing and the warning was: If you don't look out, the Administrations that I know of, have spent every penny
Government will have to get back in again and we will of money that the Congress has chosen to give it. Now
probably do a very poor job at it. In fact, we said that we need more. OK, that is what I am telling you. But
we do not believe that the Government now has the we have not frozen it.
regulatory authority, or suspect that it has the regu- The consequence is that the Facilities and Equip-
latory authority, to allocate this airspace capacity in an ment (F&E) budget of the FAA, since 1972, has received
intelligent way. The Congress probably will have to be the worst treatment of any capital investment program
the one to decide if the System is saturated in a very in the Department of Transportation. Its purchasing
serious way and how that scarce resource is allocated, value today is 40 percent of what it was in 1972. Our
We don't know how to do it. It will be no more effec- F&E program has done worse than any program in the
tive, for example, than the CAB's regulation of the past Department of Transportation and probably worse
20 years and I would hate to shoot for that standard. than almost any program you can imagine in the

Those of you who think that standard is terrific Government as a whole.
should read judge Friendly's analysis of the regulatory I wasn't born yesterday. The squeaky wheel gets
process as a whole delivered at the Rosco Pound Lec- the grease. If the industry really cared about this and
tures in the late 1950's. The one single thread of con- saw its interst in obtaining higher investment levels, it
sistency through it all, according to Judge Friend'y, would do better. It is a real subject of disappointment
former Counsel of Pan Am I might add, was that there to me that there has not been more push on that front.
was no consistency whatsoever in any regulatory deci- We will pay the price, all of us, if that persists.
sion he could find anywhere. Question: With declining service a reality at many
Question: If constraints are anticipated, why has the communities, how can deregulation be termed a
Administration frozen ADAP funds? success?
Mr. Bond: Mr. Bond:
adThe Congress is ultimately the allocator of monies I think that small communities will benefit from
and it is wrong to say that the Administration has frozen deregulation. What is happening in the commuter area
it. The Administration does not allocate money. It sug- is a clear manifestation that service will ultimately be
gests to the Congress what should be done. The Con- improved to small cities. It has fallen off some today,
gress allocates funds and furthermore, since the Nixon however. If that's the point that you're making, it is en-

Era, the Administrator cannot freeze money. If the Con- tirely correct. But I regard that as an absolutely inevit-
gress appropriates it, we have to spend it. So our Agency able consequence anyway of the deregulation move-
has spent every single nickel that has been given to us ment.

by the Congress for research and development and for Deregulation has been supported by Republicans
facilities and equipment. Now that's a true answer, but and Democrats. There is really very little choice from a
it's not a fully complete answer. We have not suggested conceptual point of view between Republicans and
that much more be appropriated for this area. So the Democrats in the field of transportation policy.
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As John Robson, a very good personal friend of
mine and a very distinguished former CAB
Chairman, pointed out when he was pushing deregula-
tion as Chairman of the Board, there were more than
150 cities that lost service under the old regulatory
regime, under the old CAB mechanism. That trend has
continued under deregulation. It may have become a
little quicker in its pace, but the point is that large jets
just cannot efficiently service small markets in a time of
rising fuel prices and rising personnel and equipment
costs. So, I regard the possible downside effects of
deregulation as coming anyway. We might as well pro-
vide a framework in which the readjustment can be
done really efficiently without the Government's
deadhand.

Thank you for your patience for a long answer. I
am optimistic about service to small communities and,
if I can recall some of the worries that I had four years
ago, I think many of them have been answered suc-
cessfully. My main concern was that a generation of
small commuter type aircraft would have to be
developed. Well clearly it has been developed: the
SD-330 and -360 from Shorts, the Brasilia from
Embrear, the Dash 8 from De Havilland. Beech is going
to build some and has restarted its 99 line. So the
equipment to provide high flying, modern, fully equip-
ped, safe aircraft for that service is coming into being. I
think that is the key to solving the problem. Along with
that, I know the airport system and the ATC System will
grow to meet those requirements.
Question: Are FAA forecasts accurate?
Mr. Bond:

The answer to that is unquestionably yes. I would
like to speak up for a little bit on FAA forecasting. I
think somebody ought to. Our prediction of the future in
terms of the indices that we predict has been one of the
most accurate predictive undertakings in the Federal
Government or, for that matter, of any public or private
institution that I know. And, while it isn't exact all the
time, it is constantly corrected. We corrected it this
year, for this temporary downturn. Even though we
can't know what the price of fuel is going to do, what is
going to happen to interest rates or to politics in the
Middle East, or how many people are going to live in
Washington, D.C. two years from now, we are doing
pretty well in predicting aviation.

' 1
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FAA Overview that the basic relationship between the Federal
Government and the industry will continue to be one
of economic deregulation.

Based upon the Wharton Long Term Industry and
Economic Forecasting Model, we are using the follow-
ing economic assumptions for the period 1980-1992:

1. Real gross national product is forecast to grow
at an annual compound rate of 2.7 percent;

2. Employment is expected to grow at an annual
compound rate of 1.3 percent;

3. Consumer price index is expected to rise some
Harvey B. Safeer 11.7 percent in 1981, but by 1982, the rate of
Oirector, Office of increase is expected to slow down to 7.3 per-
Aviation Policy cent, with a compound annual rate of growth
Federal Aviation of 8.2 percent;
Administration 4. Real disposable personal income is expected

to grow at a compound annual rate of 2.8 per-
Beginning with a review of the economic assumptions cent;
that are the base for FAA forecasting, Mr. Safeer pre- 5. Fuel prices, based on the Wharton projection
sents an overview of the 1980 FAA aviation forecasts. of te oil ad on the arorecton
Of particular note is the conclusion that absent any
catastrophic long-term degredation of the general eco- by 225 percent between 1980 and 1992. The
nomy, aviation activity is expected to grow throughout forecast assumes, however, that fuel will be
the coming decade, available for aviation; and

6. The unemployment rate is forecast to peak in
1981, and then decline to 5.0 percent by 1992.

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to In addition to these general economic assump-
the FAA's annual forecasting conference. Before I tions, we have made a series of assumptions specific to
discu, this year's forecast, I would like to introduce aviation:
the members of my staff who have worked on its 1. General aviation fuel costs will increase at an
den e p ropmen: average annual rate of 10.4 percent;

Gene Mercer - responsible for overall direction 2. The average annual fixed cost of owning and
Tom Henry- general aviation and the Terminal operating a general aviation aircraft will in-

Area Forecast crease at an annual rate of about 6 percent;
lanice Hartwill -air carrier, FAA workload 3. The overall certificated air carrier average

measures, and the Terminal Area Forecast pass, nger trip length is expected to grow at the
Arnold S. hwartz - general aviation historical rate of 3 miles per year; and
Regina Vanduzee-commuters 4. Average seats per aircraft are expected to in-
Geraldine Bolden and Barbara Turner-text crease about 4 seats per year.

preparation.
Foretasting, as we all know, is still as much an art

as it i, a s( ente. I know of no model or set of models,
however ,ophisticated, that can "predict" future Key Economic Assumptions
otioeco)nomi( e ents. Most models of socioeconomic

events merely ,tate what we expect to happen if certain Annual Growth Rate
other e. ent, take plate, the so-called exogenous vari- Variable 1980 - 1992 (%)

hale,,, and it the relationship between the exogenous
variable, and what we are trying to forecast is as we * Real Gross National Product +2.7
ha',e potulated it to be.

Fore asts ot a', ation a(tivity are based upon other * Employment +1.3
torecasts of general economic activity and relationships 0 Consumer Price Index +8.2
between what we e,,pec(t to happen in the general eco-
nomy and how these events wil( affect aviation. Thus, it • Real Disposable Personal Income +2.8
is important to rlicu's,, not only the results of our fore-
casting etfort,,, but also the assumptions which we have 0 Oil and Gas Deflator +10.4
either at.epted, based upon the work of others, or
tho,,e which we have made ourselves.

The key ,truttural assumption which we have
made' with reppe(t t(o the ,ir transportation industry is

10
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-oncurrent with recovery from the current recession.
AviaionSpeificAssmptonsOver the 12-year period, we expect domestic revenue

passenger enpianements to grow by an average 4.3

Annul Grwth percent per year, while revenue passenger miles are
Annuall Growth99 expec.ted to grow by some 4.3 percent per year.

Variale 180 -1992Conmnuter carriers are expected to sustain a higher

* General Aviation Fuel Costs +10.4% average annual growth rate, particularly as new equip-
ment e'nters the fleet over the next few years.

* Average Annual Fixed Cost of 4±6.0% We expect the g-neral aviation fleet and total
Owning and Operating a General hours flown to increase at modest rates over the next
Aviation Aircraft 12 years. These growth rates, l)owever, tend to mask

the expected growth in the use of higher performance,
* Average Air Carrier Passenger Trip +3 Miles better equipped, multi-engine aircraft which are enter-

Lengthing the fleet at a rate which is double that of single-

* Average Revenue Per Passenger Mile ±5% egn icat

* Average Seats Per Aircraft +4 Seats

Aviation Activity Forecat

Annual
Two additional assumptions are: load factors are 1980 .1992 Growth Rate(%)

expected to inc.rease from about 61 percent in 1980 to
63 percent in 1984 anid beYond, and rec enue tier Ai anrDmsc

passenger mile will increase in c urrent dollars about 5 Revenue Passeniger 2905 481. 1 4.3

percent per year, but will decrease in constant dollars5 Enpianemnents (M)

from the current 4.5 c.ents to 3.7 cents. Revenue Passenger 201.9 352.7 4.8
,- change in ciriy Of these asumptions will, of Miles 8B)

course, attect our torecasts. Thus, we have continued
our past practic e of de\ eloping a set of forecasts based commuter Ca rr iers

upon altvrnati\ e tuture scenarios. When you read theRenuPasgr1385.81
descriptions of thi, e alternati\ e scenarios, dlont he p)ut Enpianements (M)
off by the postulated events that lead to the alternat K e

,istIipins utrm m erta h tsem dt ufrRevenue Passenger 1.7 4.4 8.2

Out arid imlrroliahe 1t) somte in the( early 196(3's -
deregulation, high fuel Itrices -are fact,, of life today.
The importanft Use of these s(cnarios is to postulate thi'
possible ' hanges itheognis %ariables and, in Aviation .Actiit Florellabrt
turn, to see, hox these, haniges i)mact ourI torecast ot
ac at ion act isit\, Annual

Turning rioss to Ihle wet asts, let me briefl ti stm1 1 980 1992 Growth Rate (6
maie the kr'v Ones s bit h are e\,pec tedl to altfe t I'A
1101 icy andl i n estni:nt (let isii ns vl ito 1i ni ust b(e niad(' General Aviation
in the ti,\t fe %\\seir..

The air at mrer industr\ is ',fill Uindergoing a periodFet(0) 280 35.35
Oit 1djListT11('lt rlit (VIN~t ( eec air hut also 1(o
higher tWl F mit es., in\ iroitiretil regulations,. ( haniginig Hours Flown ( M) 42.1 64.3 3.6
relationships %ithin the 1idcistrvr iti1( the introduc.tion
of ness eqtuipmient. I he ect age is slightls motre thin 20)
veairs old and wessil he seeing the thirUl cteneratioi oIt
tieo. airo raft entering the tleet . (jirieral as latioti is also (i nteegnrltrcsso sjto ciiy

e~tGeii'n rigs nenere forecast,, out tieso arthles criica
v~~pcrwn~~~~ini,,,~s eor extitl' bet riIrhls arla i itd 'rate rate itt lrowl Ii in FAA workload

hig.Inaito ohsrg totti ihhghe o\ er thle ne\t 12 years. or)i thle o rder (it 3 piercent per
pri( es and othe(r (osts. genieral a\ iation is beiiig (alledyartirtiiseanceerctste.aprinitl4

tat!on sx0-ii b is is itia! to it Ooiiini riisth 'Ind p~er l nor Ilig.1lit ser\ i c station a(cti5 ties.

(1(\ c~pm nt.-1 otil ioter.ittiits at ai rtorts e% ilh FAA trattic. (introl
i Ii' i'l itiii('11 .si'r\ i c are, ti inec ist to in tirease biy 4.3 percetit between

l~onie~t ti ,irii' ri\erlle pssener tittati.1I 180 inid 1992. 1 losseser, this. expcted increase is only
mcnts in' i'xfwii'i li) to esiinim their grniwth in 191
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part of the story. We expect to see a continuation of the While you can read the details of the scenarios and the
trend toward increased participation in the System of resultant forecasts in the report, I think that it is impor-
air taxis (including commuters) and general aviation tant to focus on the implications of these alternative
itinerant flying. Thus, air carrier operations are ex- forecasts for 1992. Two of the scenarios, "Economic
pected to increase by only 21 percent over this time Expansion" and "Energy Conservation" tend to
period while air taxi and general aviation itinerant bracket the baseline forecast. In fact, if you look at the
operations are expected to grow by 98 percent and 49 numbers carefully, you will observe that the general
p( it respectively. General aviation local operations trend of the baseline forecast is closer to the "Energy
are torecast to grow by 39 percent. Conservation" scenario. The general trend for the

The net etfect of these differential growth rates is a baseline and these first two alternative scenarios is,
redistribution in the mix of operations in the System. however, economic growth and concurrent aviation
This shift in the mix of aircraft types using towered air- growth, albeit at differing rates. It is only under the
ports has its implications for the operation of the Air third alternative scenario, "Stagflation," where we see
Traffic Control System. The more heterogeneous the a significant departure from a growth trend.
mix of traffic-, the greater the problems associated with The implications are significant. If we truly believe
local flow control management. that our economy is going to grow at all over the next

Instrument operations at towered airports are ex- decade, we must accept the logical extension of that
pected to increase at a slightly faster rate than total belief, which is that aviation will grow. To not accept
operations. This represents a continuation of the trend the strong interdependence between the economy and
toward more sophisticated equipage of general avia- aviation's future is to assume that the very structure of
tion aircraft and their increased use for business and our Air Transportation System will change over the
commercial purposes, as well as the effect of additional next 12 years. I do not foresee any technological,
TCA's and TRSA's. social, or economic changes which will be strong

This trend is also reflected in the number of IFR air- enough, in and of themselves, to either change these
craft handled by our Air Route Traffic Control Centers. relationships significantly or reverse the long term
While total activity is expected to increase by 46 per- trends which we are forecasting. There may be cyclical
cent, air carrier aircraft handled are expected to in- perturbations about this trend, such as the recessions of
crease by only 22 percent. Air taxi (commuter) and 1975 and 1980, but so long as we continue to provide
general aviation aircraft handled are expected to in- an adequate infrastructure for the Air Transportation
crease by 124 percent and 86 percent respectively. System, the trend for all types of aviation activity is
Once again, these differential growth rates will result in growth.
a redistribution of the relative share of the workload. By
1992, the Centers will be handling almost as many
general aviation aircraft as air carrier, aircraft.

Mi&rib~aton of Operations at Aiports With FAA

Traffic Contol Service

FAA Workload Forecast
IonwwR Opwsjon8

Annual so-

1980 1992 Growth Rate (%) (4("1

Avistim
Total Tower 68.6 98.4 3.1 '0 c.

Operations (M) OPm i"MW
(321 1311

* Instrument 38.7 56.6 3.2 30
Operations (M) 3 56. 3.2

IFR Aircraft 20, c,
Hadld Ml 30.1 44.0 3.2 XliHandled (M) (151 AW,

T"

Flight Services (M) 65.4 103.4 3.9 10 (10

19F' '992 19801992 198PI1992

As I indicated earlier, these forecasts are based

upon a set of assumptions and forecasts of general
economic activity. We also generated a series of
forecasts based upon alternative sets of assumptions.
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Ddatrluton of IFR Traffik HmmNdld bV
FAA Air Route Traffic Contro Cenft.,

50
(48

A-
S40- C (38) (9

S30 30
0 0..7.

20-

~- 10 ()A-i

1980 1992

Forecast of FAA Workdoad
Measures -Baseline

and Alternative Scenarios
FY 1992 .,..

FAA Workload FY 1980 Economi~c Energy
(Millions) Base Expansion Baseine Conservaion Stegflalson

TotlI T-~. Operation. 886 1188 984 83.5 62.1

Total Inslflin*t operations 38.7 79.5 56.6 59 3 454

FR Aor.ft Handled 30.1 588 440 420 335

Flight Se-nCe. 65A4 1204 1034 99.9 768

in conclusion, let me restate my initial premise:
forecasting is, at best, an inexact science. Over the long
term, we can generate probable trends and identify
both the forces underlying those trends and the forces
which can cause deviations, If we can agree that the
trends have been correctly identified, then we have
developed a mutual framework for future planning and
policy development. If we view the forecasts in this
perspective, I think that we in aviation have both a
challenge and an opportunity in the coming years.
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Part 11:
Air Carrier Panel Discussion
Moderator:j
William B. Johnston
Assistant Secretary for Policy and International Affairs
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Introduction changed fundamentally with the passige of the De-
regulation Act of 1978 and the International Transpor-
tation Competition Act of 1979

Hopefully, change in the 1980's will be less revolu-
tionary than that which has happened in the 1970's,
but certainly there will be change. We should not be
surprised if there are more interruptions of our oil sup-
ply. We should not be surprised if the price of fuel
continues to rise steeply Change in regulations is also

William B. Johnston going to continue.
Many of you have called for the abolition of the CAB

Assistant Secretary before its scheduled expiration date in 1985. We also
ntefor Policy and have been looking at that issue and will be discussing it

SInternational Affairs in the future with the CAB staff. I think our conclusion,
U.Dptetotentative conclusion, is that perhaps the phase out of

• '2 Transportation the CAB could be accelerated to as early as 1982.

In general, as I look at my job and try to plan trans- As I have said, I think we could also expect fuel
portation change, it's fair to say that almost everything prices to increase. The limitation on that natural
we do involves a look at the past :nd extrapolation. It's resource is going to force aircraft manufacturers.
not a very effective mechanism because one thing that engine manufacturers and operators of aircraft to
is always certain is that change is going to be in many change the way business is done.
respects unforeseen. Certainly if you look back at the History has already shown some fairly dramatic re-
history of the last decade in aviation you would have to sponses to increases in the price of fuel. Since the jet
say that the changes, in many respects, have been engine was introduced in 1956, technological im-
revolutionary and that most of them have been quite provements have reduced specific fuel consumption by
unforeseen. 30 percent. Another 30 percent is expected in the

I think the first, perhaps most critical, change that future through the introduction of more adanced
dominates our current thinking and that is likely to engine technology. The first steps toward this goal have
dominate the change in the 1980's is the change in the already been taken. For example, improvements in the
cost of ful. The 1973-1974 fuel shock caused the avia- Pratt & Whitney JT8D engine-which as you know
tion industry to drastically alter its attidudes toward the powers most of the current generation two and three
way airplanes were operated. A lot of the ways of engine aircraft-will produce a 5.5 percent improve-
oneration in the era of 12 cent fuel are obviously out- ment in fuel consumption. At today's fuel prices, that's
moded now when fuel costs 90 cents a gallon and is worth about $200,000 a year for each 727 in service.
something like 31 percent of total operating costs. That's not an insignificant improvement. The new

Furthermore, at the beginning of the 1970's, few peo- technology JT8C-200 to be used in the DC-9 Super 80
pIe were seriously concerned about landside conges- will be 20 percent more fuel efficient than the engine
tion problems. In that year there were something like from which it was derived.

170 million airline passengers. That issue is becoming As I think we will hear this morning, airframe
much more important today. In 1979 the airlines manufacturers are also paying significant attention to
moved 320 million people. these fuel costs in their new designs. I'll mention just

Airline marketing, ten years ago, seemed to be the Lockheed L1011-500 which was recently intro-
somewhat incidental to the running of the airlines. duced in service. It has wingspan extention, improved
That is, it was much more important to have the most load distribution and automatically activated control
sophisti(ated lawyers in order to convince the CAB of surface; aerodynamic changes producing an 8 percent t
the merit of applications for service, But obviously, all improvement in fuel consumption. In addition, the in-
of thai is ( hanging now with multiple permissive entry troduction of automatic flight management systems
that the CAB is currently pursuing. This is a new era, which select the most efficient power setting on the

I think it's clear that the name of the game in the L1011 for takeoff, landing and cruise has demon-
1980's is going to be marketing. It's going to be dis- strated about 2 percent in fuel consumption savings, I
counting, it's going to be designing short-term promo- think there are more changes likely and possible in that
tional efforts in order to penetrate markets. Whatever area.
the marketing t(hniques that are pursued, I think it's I also think that we are going to see some significant
going to represent a fundamental shift in airline changes in the domestic route system in the 1980's.
philosophy from the previous decade. Of course, at the Hub and spoke development has increased in the most
beginning ot the last decade, no one was seriously talk- recent years since entry has been relaxed. Exactly how
ing about regulatory change. But, again, that has also far that will extend is a little difficult as yet to judge.

a
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What does all this add up to( only venture my
guess and that is, again, by look.,g back at the past,
despite all the revolutionary changes, despite the
dramatic increase in the price of fuel that some
predicted was going to have a serious impact on airline
traffic, I think that it's fairly safe to guess that the 1980's
are going to be more of the same. At least in the area of
traffic growth, we are going to see steady upward im-
provement.

We've all come to rely on the aviation system that we
hase in pla(e now. Despite the argument of some of
those who see fuel prices as leading us off the edge of a
(lift, I think that is highly unlikely. In fact, thi, industry
is going to show a great (apa(ity to adapt to these
changes and to (ontinue to grow and to serve the
markets.

With us this morning are three peopke who are very
knowledgeable and distinguished in each of their

fields. The first speaker is Neil Effman, Senior Vice
President for Airline Planning at Trans World Airlines.
He is responsible for long range airline planning and
the allocation of resources through traffic and revenue
planning, pricing, scheduling and government affairs.

A native of Brooklyn, New York, Mr. Effman joined
TWA in 1958 in the Sales and Market Fore(asting
Department. His subsequent assignments included
Manager of Traffic and Revenue Analysis, Director of
Passenger Strategic Planning, Staff Vice ''resident for
Marketing Planning and Forecasting and Staff Vice
Presicent in Reservations Marketing. He is a graduate
of City College of New York.

Neil's going to talk to us this morning on a subject
which is either taken from Dickens or. perhaps, from
TWA's recent earnings report. I'm not sure wnich, It's
called "(Reasonably) Great Expectations".

. 1.
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(Reasonably) Great our planning inescapable. Otherwise, the future we
produce will be one we find even less satisfactory than

Expectations at that lowered level of expectation. As bitter a pill as it
may be for some of us to swallow, I think the most

dangerous enemy we're up against in the remainder ofS,7. this decade is unchecked, irresponsible optimism in
*. the face of the realistic constraints of our situation.

rhe choices each of the airlines faces in the im-
mediate future can have the most profound -)nse-

quences on the totality of its operations for years to
come. Unless they act wisely, with full awareness of the

: fundamental changes that have occurred in our indus-

try, as well as the monumental task they face in renew-

Neil Effman ing their fleets, their ability to function as profitable

Senior Vice President, private enterprises will be seriously-if not fatally, in

Airline Planning some cases-impaired. Let's focus first on the dimen-

Trans World Airlines sions of the task ahead of us.
In 1978, the ATA made a study of the industry's

The major issue to be resolved by airline management capital requirements and potential sources of funds for
today is how to finance the next generation of aircraft, the 10-year period from 1979 to 1989. The ATA
according to Mr. Effman. He sees the freedoms of estimated that the airlines' total 10-year capital re-
deregulation as an essential step in the process. The quirement-for fleet replacement, debt repayment,
airlines will have to become more profit oriented, not stockholder dividends and additional working
market share oriented, to meet their capital needs. capital-would come to $122 billion. Where would

those funds come from? The ATA estimated that $34

The letter which invited me to take part in this billion would come from depreciation, $43 billion

ds( ussion noted that speakers should address th sub- would come from new debt, and the remaining $45

ect ot "an industry in transition." I think that's exactly billion would be derived from airline earnings.

Nle right starting point for any meaningful discussion of Regarding that last item -$45 billion in earnings
this ,ndutrn's outlook for the future. Only with the over a r p-year petod-you might say there was a cer-

ba( kground oi a proper understanding of the pro- tain amount of unwarranted optimism in the forecast,

toundly (hanged conditions we've faced, and will con- at least if you go by the record of the previous 10 years.
tinue to ta(e, (an we shape a reasoiable picture of In the 10 years prior to 1979, the indL stry's total earn-

what might lie ahead for us. ings averaged only $500 million a year. At that rate, it

There' no question as to what various interested would take not one decade, but nine decades, to earn

parttes would like to hear in terms of forecasts regard- $45 billion.

ing the future v. the airline industry. The airframe Now, let's look at what's happened since that pro-

manufacturers would like to hear that the airlines will jection was made. In 1979 the industry earned $400

have the resources to place large orders for new types million. In 1980, we're most certainly headed for a loss
of aircraft. The government, on behalf of the public, of close to $500 millior,. In 1981, the most cheerful

of ar rft.Thegovrnmnt, n bhal ofthepubic, Wall Street industry analysts say we might earn $500
would like to hear that the industry will be vigorously W
(ompetitive and highly efficient private enterprises, million. In other words, during the first three years

offering more services, more convenience, at lower covered by the ATA's projection, the industry's total

fares-without any need for government assistance. earnings will not even reach $1 billion-much less the
Airline managements would like to hear that they'll be $4 2 billion a year we were supposed to earn. That

able to buy new aircraft in great quantity and variety, means that, to make the ATAs projection come true, in
serve all the markets they aspire to, and earn larger and the next seven years, we'll have to make up a gap of

more consistent profits. The financial community $44 billion-at a rate of nearly $6.3 billion a year.

would certainly like to hear that all those things will What's more, every year we miss that target will add to

come to pass, too-as would the nation's airport what we'll have to earn in the remaining years of the

operators. decade,

Well, I hate to be the one to dampen such hopes, If we're looking for the major reality that's going to

but it seems to me that if a serious attempt is made to shape the future structure of our industry, I would

realize all of these objectives, our industry may fall far nominate the task of meeting our enormous capital re-

short of adequately achieving any of them. Unpleasant quirements by the end of this decade as being tne

as it may be to speak in terms of placing bounds on our leading cont,nder.
expectations, I'm convinced that a candid recognition Now, do I think we'll make it? Certainly, in the

of the reality which confronts us makes prudence in absence of deregulation. I would be far less sanguine
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than I am. With deregulation, we at least have what we even go beyond that, to state that it is this kind of intelli-
didn't have under the old rules-the opportunity to gent resource allocation that offers the industry's
reshape our system operations so as to improve pro- best-perhaps its only-hope of providing this nation
fitability. The key question is going to be how wisely we with an air transportation system for the remainder of
use that opportunity, this century that can operate profitably as well as corn-

In deciding which markets to ;erve under this new petitively under the private enterprise system. The
freedom, airline managements cannot afford to act as alternative, I believe, would involve an excess of waste
though deregulation had wiped the slate clean. All dur- and duplication that could prove ruinous to all the par-
ing the 40 years prior to deregulation, an air transporta- ticipants. The only conceivable outcome of such a
tion system evolved in which the various carriers carved scenario would be a call upon government to come to
out for themselves respective niches which had varying the rescue-which I'm sure no one, least of all the tax-
degrees of strength and weakness. With regulatory payer, would welcome.
controls removed, we can now make changes aimed at Inevitably, the emergence of a profitability-
enhancing some of those strengths and minimizing oriented, as opposed to share-oriented, airline industry
some of those weaknesses. Nevertheless, the basic focus has significant implications for other sectors of
historical structure of strengths and weaknesses re- the economy as well. The financial community, for
mains as the framework within which these relatively example, cannot but applaud such a trend, if it
minor changes are occurring, represents a genuine and lasting commitment.

No airline I know of, given the current period of The new realities of airline economics will also
economical constraint can afford to build on its own have an impact on local airport management. Let's see
historic area!, of strength and at the same time try to why. A DC9-80 delivered in 1983 is expected to cost
become equal with its competitors in their areas of about $25 million. That's far more than the original cost
strength, after 40 years of route awards that have placed of a Boeing 747. In turn, a 747 delivered in 1983 will
it at a structural disadvantage. For a long time to come, have a price tag close to $100 milion. At those prices,
I believe that financial constraints, if not sound judg- no airline can afford to operate with fleet utilization of
ment, will demand that carriers focus their assets on six, seven or even eight hours a day. They'll have to
market opportunities where they enjoy at least struc- move up to something like 10, or more likely I I or 12,
tural parity with their competitors- rather than try to hours a day. As a consequence, that means we'll have
take on all comers, in a profusion of markets, on an to plan schedules that operate well beyond the hours
equal footing. Of course, without deregulation, they that are considered acceptable today. There's no other
couldn't even have done that. choice, because the airlines will simply not be able to

Already, we've seen these natural competitive raise the capital needed to increase their capacity at to-
forces begin to influence service decisions, and I think day's standard utilization rates.
this kind of shifting of resources is likely to accelerate in The airlines will have to fly all their aircraft more
the light of the industry's capital limitations. At Atlanta, hours, with greater seating density and higher load
for example, the combined share of traffic boarded by factors, simply to achieve their financial goals. As a
the two leading carriers has increased from just 37 per- consequence, that means communities will also have
cent tour years ago to 92 percent in the second quarter to get greater utilization of their existing airport
of this year. The same thing has happened at Chicago, facilities-an important consideration when one looks
where the two top carriers have gone from 49 percent at the comparable rise in the costs of developing new
to 53 percent of the total traffic. Even at Dallas, where a facilities.
number of new carriers have entered the market, the But with a trend toward widebodies, operating
two leaders carried about two-thirds of the traffic in the with denser seating configurations, I see little growth in
second quarter-slightly more than they did back in the total number of daily aircraft departures in the com-
1976. We see the same pattern at other hubs like JFK, ing decade-even though I basically agree with the
Pittsburgh and St. Louis-and with the current traffic FAA's forecast for traffic growth. We'll see a continua-
and earnings situation it's inevitable that we're going to tion of the pattern of the last decade, when departures
see more of this kind of concentration generally, as car- actu illy declined 10 percent at the same time the in-
riers drop services to their weaker markets and shift dustry's traffic doubled. The real challenge for airport
resources toward their strengths. operators will be one of getting tomorrow's growing

I'm aware that "concentration" is not a popular traffic to, through and away from their facilities effi-
word in some circles, but I would nevertheless contend ciently, so as not to choke off future demand.
that for the airlines, the current competitive pursuit of The implications of the current trend are also clear
improved profitability, rather than increased shares of for the airframe manufacturers. Smaller aircraft will
someone else's traffic, is evidence of the kind of sound, play a lesser role, and future emphasis will be on far
prudent management decision-making which today's larger and more efficient aircraft to replace existing
extraordinary circumstances demand. In fact, I would ones as soon as possible.

1
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Given the major investment needed to develop a an industiy that was strapped for 40 years into a strait-
new model, I can understand the manufacturers' mis- jacket, we have gotten the pent-up beans out of our
givings about the financial prospects of the industry. system and are ready to settle down to the less spec-
They would like, in addition to a sufficient quantity of tacular, but far more satisfying, job of building a more
orders for their new designs, some assurance that the stable and prosperous industry. Only by demonstrating
industry will be viable enough to pay for the aircraft our ability to operate the airlines on a solidly profitable
they order-maybe as much as five years prior to their basis will we meet successfully the great responsibilities
delivery date. But without a firm commitment to con- we face to the public and our own destinies.
sistent profitability as a priority, there's no way the Thank you.
airlines can ever offer such reassurance.

As I've indicated, the shape our industry will have
to take in light of its stern realities may not be one that's
universally pleasing. It will involve the kind of limited Our B. pan st o
expectations that a historically buoyant, optimistic and Our next panelist is somebody we were extremely
expansive people are not yet fully accustomed to. reluctant to lose from the Department not long ago. He

Some in government may be disappointed at the was a career FAA employee who rose on the basis of
forms which competitive activity may take in response merit to the very top of the organization. His last job
to the disciplines of the marketplace-but the professed before he left FAA was the head of the Policy Office,
aim of deregulation was to replace regulatory control capping a career of almost 30 years in the Department.

with those very market forces, and that's exactly what At present, he is the Director of the Air Navigation

has happened. Bureau of the International Civil Aviation Organization

Some airline managements may find it hard to (ICAO). He's going to talk to us today about the

accept that they're not really free to buy all the types forecast for aviation from the world viewpoint in the

and quantities of planes they'd like to have, in order to 1980's.

serve the many new markets they'd like to enter-but That's a short speech singing his praises, but I probably
the fact is that they can't afford either level of aspiration. a s ough t spee you his a is Du t Freer.

The traveling public may feel disappointed that also ought to give you his name. It is Duane Freer.
many of the much-heralded consumer benefits of
deregulation have evaporated, and they find instead
they have fewer rather than more schedule and carrier
choices available to them, on planes that seem more
crowded than ever, at fares that more realistically
reflect what's been happening to airline costs.

None of these prospects may be especially satisfy-
ing, or in keeping with our historical tendency to ex-
pect "more ot everything and better" - but these
phenomena are only one facet of a general reassess-
ment of the future which our society has had to face up
to across the board. Everybody knows the reasons by
now. They involve the great unsolved problems of our
time: our nation's energy dependence and resultant
vulnerability to unilateral foreign pri(ing actions ...
our economy's ongoing battle against inflation ... the
growing (omplexity and ( ost ot virtually every aspe(t of
contemporary life. In area after area, untortunately, we

-* have no rational or responsible (ourse available but to
scale down our level of expectations to what reality
tell, uN we (an reasonably and eff(iently afford.

Unless wc in the airline industry do likewise, the
expet rations ot our air transportation system will be at
a level all ot us will find even less to our liking than the
one I've described. I'm (onfident. however, that this
industry is intelligent and responsible enough not to let
that happen. ()ur early ixperiin( v with our new
freedom to a( t under (eregulation has beei. exhilarat-
ing- but ilso intrLu tivV and, in the end, sobering.

I am hopVtul that. hI\ ing tl('\ed ((our (onlpvtitive
mus( les an( demonstrated our talent tor innovahon in
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Airlines in the 1980's- tion: technical, economic and legal. Its relationshipwith the U.N. system was foreseen at the time of the

A World View Chicago Convention. Also, it works in close collabora-
tion with the many other specialized agencies of the
U.N. system. It is headquartered in Montreal and has
six regional offices in Mexico City, Lima, Paris, Dakar,
Cairo and Bangkok. My position at ICAO is that of
Director of the Bureau that is responsible for all
technical aspects of international aviation. It includes
air traffic control, flight operations, airports, com-
munications, meteorology, aviation medicine, security,
search and rescue, airworthiness, licensing and train-

Duane W. Freer ing. It is a job similar to what used to be the Associate
Director, Air Navigation Administrator for Operations at FAA without line
Bureau operations.
International Civil Today, ICAO has 146 member States. it has one of
Aviation Organization the largest mem':erships of all the United Nations

specialized agencies. It includes virtually every country
Because of the presence of a majority of the world's in the world that contributes services or facilities to
a',.ation activitv in the United States, this country will international aviation.
(ontinue t(o play the leading role in international avia- Let me move on to the subject of this conference:
tion. Howeter, Mr. Freer expects aviation growth rates "Aviation in the 1980's: An Industry in Transition." I
to he much higher in the lesser developed regions of would like to give you some highlights of ICAO's just
the world as existing opportunities in these areas are released review of Eov,omic Situation of Air Transport
exert ise. 1969-1979. I think you will agree that the record

depicts a world-wide industry that has been evolving,
The International Civil Aviation Organization is that is in transition.

e'lighted to participate in the Sixth Annual Aviation Following a look at the past decade, I'll spend a
Foire ,i(st Conterence, It's the first time we have done so few minutes on the ICAO forecast for the next 10 years,
and, "inie we Issue world forecasts, we think we have that's to 1989. Let me set the stage at the start here by
someithing ()th to ofter and receive from this con- first covering the world civil aviation fleet in its entirety,
te'ren( . For me, personally, of (ourse it's especially including all general aviation and all air carrier aircraft
,.arm ind pleasurahle opportunity to come back and of all types. In total, ICAO lists 336,450 aircraft on
to meet old triends and (ompatrot, is well as to see world registries at the end of 1979. By region of the
h .,t hi' ()htit e' is running. world, the breakdown looks like this (Figure 1).

I %oiuld like to start out with a brief word about
IK M). I am iI%%,iv,, struck in any audience that not
vvr,,)nc, i, tamiliar with the ICAO organization, its
, -/. MissiinS progrnlmnes, eti . I'll do it very briefly.

I(,v )', light plan oas tiled in 1944 at the so-called " ... ....

h eg ,l ( ;n\ e'n i)n that vvas an international initiative 1979

ot th' Linithd states at the end ot World War II. ICAO ...... I

took ItI ( IIV( he'1lu,' one, Vear later in 1945 and has I
hf-sn inI k I inIM ii)ti, flight v' ,er sin( e it first he( arne air- ,000 -- 1969

' lee orrne 1 it te u'l tanks ha'. ' ample ''reserve" an(d they
ir-, replenished v,it h three Vears at the Triennial World
-\sse -mhl' neectting 19~80l IS sut( h a year. As I believe Bill"' --

\ , -kin menutimil Just this erv month we ended the
threi, ''ck .\-- ,lv meting at whi h FAA was a
rnilalw .itni 1pent I he' thre'-'week long, twenty-thud

I \( ) .\.-,,-olI, ie' 'tinit, ,,il ( me Up again in three
\1,' ,Il c .' tw v ( nIy, sl)'( ild one,. There were ..... S"., 1 . 11

1 14 nihn , - th's in Mintr',Il it our headquarters for WORLD CIVIL AIRCRAFT FLEET

ii thi5 rie'- ifu I -e int'rntion,1 orga4niiations,
I( A( ) is an Inter ge mernmental (irganization with

the, stelu 0J ,i 1)ve' iali/ed age nv" tof the United
Nit i'ns , stv'nl e en th iugh Its 'xste'n( e predates that
e)I the L' AN it,-li Its miandate oe,rs all tields of avia-
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The next chart I would like to show you breaks it In ICAO's commercial transport fleet statistics, we
down a little further. The g ,neral aviation fleet is a big include all aircraft of more than 9,000 kilograms
part of that tall spike in the North American region. This (20,000 pounds) take-off weight. This includes aircraft
is what it looks like (Figure 2). The figures are very close in both scheduled and non-scheduled air transport
to what are listed in the forecast you received today. service.
General aviation accounts for better than 97 percent of Note the changing profile of the fleet as you read
the entire civil aviation fleet. Again, there are many the graph (Figure 4) from left to right and compare 1969
times as many general aviation aircraft in the North with 1979 ending up with the obvious market penetra-
American region than in any other region except tion of the widebodies. In the next viewgraph, the
Europe. It's 6/2 times larger than Europe. changing fleet profile is even more apparent.

If we were to put together such a chart in 1980, ob-
viously the A-300 would be on it. I think the A-300 sales
numbers, if I am not mistaken, are now somewhere
around 170. That would move it to somewhere in the
middle, I think, of the widebodies.

N+O

OF 150 000

10000oo_ 1969

01979A-0F 

0006

AFRICA LC MERIC^ N. AMERICA EUROPE ASIA E MIDDLE EAST OF
£ CARI-EAN PC FIC

WORLD GENERAL AVIATION FLEET

Of particular interest to this panel would be the
breakout by region of the remaining 2112 percent of the
world fleet, the 8,590 aircraft in the world's commer- " ...................... ...C .............c

cial transport fleet (Figure 3). WORLD AIRLINE AIRCRAFT

The next chart (Figure 5), is another version of the
changing profile that was shown on the last chart. It
may be more graphic. You will see the lines that in-

.00 crease across the chart from low on the left and high on
01979 the right are the jets. The ones that decrease or have a

11969 generally downward trend obviously are the props.
NO. The only exception is the four engine jet.

AIRlCRAFT

AFRICA L AMERICA EUROPE R. AMERICA ASIA I MIDDLE EAST
& CAIAIBEAN PACIFIC

WORLD COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT FLEET
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. ... ... . . ...

....... ... -------- --
... ... 21 WORLD AIR TRAVEL HUBS

....-..... .... RANKING BY AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS

. .. .. .... ..

FLEET OISTRIOUTION By CAT'EGORY

..... ..... Finally, passengers embarked and disembarked or,
to use FAA terminology, revenue passenger
enplanements (Figure 8). It is a very similar chart. There
are a few airports that were on the first chart that are

Now, let's take a look at who's flying these not on this one. It reflects the fact that a lot of the traffic
airplanes by region (Figure 6). at foreign airports is purely air c.rrier. Now, if you were

to put the top 48 or 50 or 100 airports on one graph you
would find essentially the same thing. I think if you
took the top 100 airports in the world by movement
you might get 5 or 6 world airports outside of the North
American region.

* *00M 006*

WORLD CIVILIAN PILOT LICENSES ALL TYPES

21 WORLD AIR TRAVEL HUBS RANKING BY PASSENGERS

* Here are the top 21 airports in the world, air travel
hubs, air carrier airports to use FAA terminology (Figure
7). Of the top 21 there are 2 foreign: London and
Frankfort. You can see they are well down the line in
terms of movement. O'Hare is about 2/2 times busier
than its nearest foreign rival, which is London.

22
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The size of the U.S. fleet is the reason why I think Middle-East, Latin America and Caribbean regions with
when the Civil Aeronautics Board of the U.S. or the higher growth rates: from 10 to 13 percent per year.
Federal Aviation Administration makes a pronounce- Our rationale for the relatively higher growth rates
ment, announces an action or puts out a Notice of Pro- in both passenger and freight traffic in regions other
posed Rulermaking, the rest of the world listens. I think than North America and Europe is based on three
that's an important part of the message I wanted to por- premises. They are, first, the other regions pre-
tray with these graphs. The fact is, for better or worse, dominantly consist of developing countries which are
the rest of the world pays very, very close attention expected to have relatively higher economic growth
because of this country's position. rates; second, the relative efficiencies of the air

Now, I would like to add a couple of other matters transport fleets in these same developing countries are
of data that are not on the charts. The size of the world low and, therefore, it is possible, through fleet moder-
commercial transport fleet grew from about 7,000 in nizations, already underway, for them to achieve cor-
1969 to 8,590 in 1979. That's a 22 percent growth in respondingly larger reductions in fares and rates; and
numbers of aircraft in the commercial transport fleet, finally, there is a distinct probability of significant traffic
But the number of passengers is 2112 times greater than growth resulting from new routes and improved service
it was in 1969. frequencies in these areas over the next decade.

In 1979 the commercial transport fleet was I will conclude by saying that ICAO forecasts do
operated by 560 carriers, worldwide, of which 160 not begin to cover the wide spectrum of activities and
were domestic and the remaining 400 were interna- aspects that are covered in the FAA forecast that we all
tional. There were 344 scheduled airlines flying received this morning. We are grateful to the FAA for its
domestic and international routes. They operated 86 pioneering, astute and, I think, comprehensive aviation
percent of the world air carrier fleet and 92 percent of forecasting efforts. On behalf of ICAO I wish to thank
the jets. The remaining 216 airlines in the world are the the FAA and its Office of Aviation Policy for the report
so-(alled charter carriers who operated 14 percent of they have given us this morning and to assure them and
the fleet and 8 percent of the jets. you that it will be a welcome and much read volume in

The annual average growth rate has varied con- the library at ICAO in Montreal.
siderablv from one sector and region to another during
the past decade. The 10 year average annual increase
in internationally scheduled traffic was 11.9 percent. Itreached 19.6 percent per year in the Asia-Pacific region William B. Johnston:
as compared to 7.3 percent in North America. Our next panelist is somebody that's probably so wellL omaed no shift torce n forect foerica. tknown to all of you in this audience that if I did not, Let me now shift to ICAO's forecast for the 10 year

period 1979-1989. ICAO is forecasting an average mention his name, it would hardly matter. He is a

annual increase of 7 percent per year in passenger traf- graduate of MIT. He's been with the Boeing Aircraft
fic carried by the world air transport fleet. This corn- Company for almost four decades. During that time he

pares with an overall average of 9.7 percent for the past has been involved in or chiefly responsible for the pro-
10 years. This 7 percent per year projection by ICAO duct development programs of virtually every aircraft
10oyears Tish 7AA 4. percent tin b. Sae that company has produced. In particular, he was the
compares, with FAA's 4.3 p~ercent that Mr. Safeer Iedo h em htbogtotte77 h 3 n
showed a few minutes ago. Looking just at North icad of the teams that brought out the 727, the737and

America. ICAO's forecast is very close to FAA's. We're the 747 aircraft. He's been Aviation Week's Man of the

showing 5 percent, you're showing 4.3 percent. I think Year twice. He's been recognized around the world for

we are not far apart at all there. his contributions, he's really a man that need no intro-

ICAO sees considerable fluctuation from year to year duction: John E. Steiner.

with a below average rate of increase for the first year
or two, as in the FAA fore( ast. This below average start
is associated with fuel related tariff increases and
slower world e(onomi( growth in the short term. We
see the highest yearly growth rate, in passengers car-
ried - from 10 to 12 percent -0(( urring in the Middle-
East, Asia-Pa(ifi(, Latin America and Caribbean
regions. For North Amen(a,. we fore(ast only a 5 per-
(ent per year growth rate, less, than one-half of the high
growth regions.

In freight traffic, ICA() fore(asts an average 8 per-
cent annual world increase over the next 10 years. This
is made up of 5 percent domesti( and 10 percent inter-
national. Here, again, we see the African, Asia-Pacific,
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Fundamentals of Aviation in between. The last two decades have seen about a 12
percent average annual growth and we expect the

Growth: average annual growth over the next two decades to be
A A anufac- ers Perspective about 7 percent. This baseline is a little higher than thatA ManufactuPerspe,,ve of the FAA, and would yield about a 5 percent higher

number by 1985, and perhaps a 10 percent higher one
by 1990. 1 don't consider this difference to be very
significant. We can all agree there will be substantial
future growth, but over the short term, it can often be
turbulent and difficult to predict with precision.

Air treight has been much more difficult to
estimate, and while our experience with passenger side
forecasts has been one of reasonably consistent ac-
curacy, our experience with forecasts on the freight

John E. Steiner side has been the reverse. Figure 2 shows historical ac-
Vice President, tuals and our Boeing predictions for the next fifteen
Corporate Product years.
Development
The Boeing Company

While his forecast of airline actiitv is a little more op- World Airfreight Traffic
timistic than that of the FAA, Mr. Steiner does not con-
sider the difference to be significant. Realization of the A U Services (Scheduled and Charter Freight Pius Mai)
activity levels forecasted will require, he maintains, a 'Ii /
change in the adversarial relationship existing between T

element, of government and industry. 8,

Good morning- .rT- ,

M', ,ulb!(et this morning deals with the ten year , !
i mmner(al a tation forecast, an aircraft onU S A rlines

mar, aiotctrer". ,.ew of the pre,ent situation, the next
ten ear, and fin,ally, a look at the period beyond. ........... u . Airiine s

Fir,,I, let',, ,tart with the familiar revenue passenger , __ u sArhes
mile grox t h ( ur, e, as \ iewed by The Boeing Company.

World Revenue Passenger Travel We, as well a, the FAA, predict a rapid world

-___ _ -growth for the future as shown. However, for the U.S.
," domestic, our estimates tend to he somewhat lower

- ... than those ot the FAA.
. The degree of stimulation to the freight system in

.... .the United States is an important growth factor, and
" .!his involves the total national intermodal freight

, . ,,,'::'"Non-u S AirIiPs system, and might possibly exen involxe some similar
11111711ntimulati from the military side of the house. I would

... i, ....... * .av that o the four area,, passenger and freight, U.S.

...... U S Airlines and non-U.S., that the U.S. freight growth is probably

. . . " .. . the most diffi( ilt to fore( ast, due to the unknowns in its
Sti mu at itr, elements.

The Present Situation
The e(onomic, imperatix.e is the force that will

govern the industry's skies through this decade and
( )ur a,,,umption,, are not signiti( antiy different than well beyond into the next ( enturv. And, of course, fuel

the e( on im asLimption, 11sed )y the FAA in their etfi(ien( y is the principle forcing function contained in
( orrent tore( a,t. We norniIlV ue,' a lox, and a high line the 1980's econi)mi( equation. Figure 3 lists some com-
a shown in thi tigu re x. ith a " haelin"' that is halt\'kay ponents of the e(ononics imperative.
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produce lower community noise, and there is a degree

The Economics Imperative of synergism between the two. Nonetheless, the
airplane obsolescence situation will place an additional
capitalization requirement on the U.S. and the world
airlines during the first half of the 1980's.

.oFuel Efficiency Airline capitalization capability is more or less

. Productivity and Cost (Aircraft Price) directly related to operating profits. W hen profits are
high, the airlines can buy, when profits are low, they

-Airline Profitability and Capital Formation can't. Recent highs and lows have been drastic on

*ROI Optimization Through Equipment Selection about a 5-year cycle, as shown in Figure 5.

-Economics of Obsolescence

U.S. Trunk Airline Operating Profit and
I will touch briefly on all five of these major U.S. Gross National Product

elements. It was not too long ago that direct operating 1400

cost was neatly composed of about four equal size Operating GN" "12 Profit GNP-, . . " ;

parts: depreciation, maintenance, crew and fuel. What
has happened in the last seven years has to be viewed o,'Be al

as extraordinary and is illustrated by Figure 4. io101,11-, . ...h
(Constant 600), , b L'
1~979 Ddltarm}i

400

! 0 "

Influence of Fuel Price 9 .. ..
Direct Operating Cost Elements (Current Dollars)

P-, P ,, _,. . I . .. 4c" The present situation is perhaps as extreme as any,,.. .2 in recent years, with the combination of fuel pressures
en e - o ~....Tepeen.iutoni.ehasa.xreea.n

'- . 0, , .... from the fuel cost and noise imperatives, an economi(

04 .. - ... recession, increased competition; all combining to pro-
2 ,duce the lowest earnings in airline history and a

desperate need for productivity and cost improvements

1q8 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 from all fronts.
Yea, Eod

Faced with this combination of circumstances, the
airlines were quick to enact fuel conservation
measures. Items such as the ones shown in Figure 6 are
typical.

Fuel costs have increased by a factor of four or
more, while other elements of operating costs have
escalated at rates equal to or less than inflation. There is
an economic fundamental out of this ... that is, from a Typical Fuel Conservation Items
direct operating cost standpoint, the airlines can pay
for later and more efficient equipment that will save
fuel. The cost of operating less efficient equipment will cruise speed reduction
continue to rise and offset the impact of depreciation. Optimum climb and descent schedules

However, new airplane acquisition is frustrated by the Landing weight reduction

airlines' inability to capitalize at a rate consistent with Engine rile fuel flow

that of the combination of traffic growth and fuel costs. APU fuel flow

The fuel imperative, of course, comes on the heels Delayed flap and gear extension

of the noise imperative. Regulation which will make Aft CG shift
Aerodynamic cleanness

hundreds of airplanes obsolete and unusable is now in Engine TSFC recovery

the process of promulgation. Fortunately, the same instrument calibration

power plant changes that produce fuel efficiency also
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The record of revenue passenger miles per gallon
of fuel burned by the U.S. trunk airlines is a goodl one, Major Commercial Jet Transport Programs
as -shown in Figure 7

The results shown have been due to niany factors-----------

including the typical fuel conservation items shown 00l Programs Y ~ .-- ~ .'-through 1979

the previous chart. but also to alterations in airlines' Caraveite V279

basic scheduling and aircraft application patterns. U.S. 707720 _____________936

trunk airlines should be given a great deal of credit for Trident V 117

the progress that they have made. 727 1561
F-28 I"____________ 3
DC-9 93_________ 2
73762
747 .___________ 414
DC-10 - 299
L- Oil 171

Airline Fuel Utilization A-300 at
757-

U.S. Trunk Airlines 6
______ - A-310

25.0 ________

24

Rp~ 40 RPM, 2. 21.2 I
P, .. W2.prvill run a b~illion dollars, or more, and the initial inven-

81 21 19.5 ,19.5 t ry is, another b~illioin. Improvemntns and dlerisatnves
wvill aIdd sizab~le mto remlefts 0, negaiI\ C aJSh flow, but

E.~ thymr.lwy n(-ces....ary to expand the c ustomer base
00 ancl to inipro~ e the omtrall program's conipetitive life.

X ~ I he pri/e does, riot go to the manufacturer who
*' gets, his airplane there first. it goes to the manufacturer

w~hose airplane is still there last.
The attainment of til' sit uat ion requires repetitive

a id( niore or less continuou, inestrilent . An example is

New and mmrvdAufatues cotibtoitlilie te 727 Iproiam which has now-, sold ov er 1800) units.

The airplane maufctres totibto toarie Ile11 course 011 Its, JI rduJ tioi, gross weight has been

growth has not been a small one, and the sustained im- it reased by 37 petr( ent, thr"ust has been it reased by

provement of older aircraft and the alpleararic e of new 1 Iper( et and tuel i.Apat ity has been iri reased by 6W

models has kept pace with, and resoniated to. the Ilir(ent. The finari iai history nit the 727's Improvement

cyclical nature of airline growth. New amirtpla ne pro- P rogram ias a p( erit o? initial non- re( Uirrinrg . nist is

granis are not that easy to start, and I have pert onally show.n in F igure 9

coillected a good dleal of 'star tissue"- iii the pirocess ot

some of the starts;. Since the beginning of the jet era,
there have b vn about twenty program,, conritted to
production. Most of the major programs are shown in Cost of Non-Recurring Product Improvements As a
Figure 8. Percent of Initial Non-Recurring Cost

Each of the programs shown rep~resented( an error- 727 Program_______

mous investment for the nianufat turer anrd risks, which -

in several cases, were large enouigh to affectI thel rnan i"i-

tacturers% future existence. The breakeven ploint is,
always several years into the future and seeriis to niove N As

to the right with the p)assalge of tinie. of the twenty
shown, only three or four ever really passed the breaik-
even point and pirovided a reasonaible retuirn on invest-

menit for the manufaicturer. Some were terminated with
('normous losses.

The onily reason for the manufacturer to o~ffer a
new airplane, or for the airline to act( ept one, is, that it __________________________________________

woud offer suffi( ient (competitive advantages to offset

the investment risks by both parties. ()n( e tisl, is, heter-
mined, and a program is launc:hed, there is, a subistan-
tial negative cas!, flow. The developmental iosts today
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The 727 has also had a continuous emphasis on
fuel efficiency and noise reduction as part of its im- World Jet Fuel Consumption Distribution
provement and this emphasis is still continuing. 1979 Third Quarter Commercial Scheduled Operation

However, another whole subject affecting con-
tinued sales and potential profit is the maintenance of 17 3 . .

competitive price levels. As we know, the prices of ,o 6% 1 TOW NO

many items have been escalating at rates higher than 2F "0

that of inflation. The cost of aircraft production might F co-0,, .cons~u,o. M., 0b w-e 'm

similarly escalate if a major effort had not been made in M.,.9w,,
our manufacturing efficiency. In Boeing's case, the ma- I
jor productivity improvement effort had its start in 1968 , ,
with studies and planning. The key elements, com- 2S so

puterized capabilities, became quite apparent in the _ _ _

early 1970's. These have been followed, one after _'W N_,__,",_,, _

another, by improvements in manufacturing manage- 0 ?Wo) 1 0 0 , ,.

ment, inventory control, reduced shortages, improved
quality and many other fields. The total result, of
course, is evidenced by the number of aircraft that can
be produced per headcount of the total operation. It is Fo(r the world's scheduled airlines, 53 percent of
sometimes difficult to get "apples and apples" in such the total fuel is used at ranges below 1,000 miles and 73
comparisons because different airplanes have different percent at ranges below 2,000 miles. This is why Boe-
subcontracting bases and there can be other ex- ing in its major 757 and 767 investments con(entrated
traneous influences. Figure 10 is about as close as we on the medium-size, short to medium range market,
have come to depicting the "apple and apple" results That is where rnost of the fuel is burned. Savings in the
from the improvements that have been made. very long range market are of great interest, but they

The influence of the computer-based systems and would not do mu(h to improve overill fuel consump-
attention to productiVity improvement equipment and lion by the world's air transportation system.
tools is plainly evident and the product mix was not All of this contributes to a fairly firm list of available
dissimilar enough to significantly affect the result. equipment for the next decade. In most cases, such

equipment is already in production and their
derivatives will not only dominate the 1980's, but will
spill over into the 1990's as well. A list of "probables"

Manufacturing Efficiency History for the next two decades is shown in Figure 12.
707 727,737 Programs I'm sure that the right-hand column will be proven

to be ina(curate. Some that are not identified will ap-
pear and some that are identified will fail to. But v ith
few exceptions, they will be of a derivative nature.

P- r, Production Rate

Airplanes for the Next Two Decades
Headcount ' Category Current and Committed -ossible Ations

737-200 737 Derivative
, Short DC-9-30 80 757 Derivative

Range 747SR JET ATMR YXX
• . BAC-It I F-28 F-29

727-200 .....

A300-2 4 A300 Stretch
Medium A310
Range DC-10-10 DC- 10 Derivative

L-1011 L.1011-400

When learning (urve adjutments are made, one 767-200 767 Stretch
707-320C 777s t Il finds. ptroductivity improvemlents- well over two to 07-320c ~ .. .. 777 -

one. As a re'ult, the 727 llrice per seat in (onstant Long DC-10-30 40 747 Derivative
747-100200 A300-1 I

dollar,, ha, bei'n essentially (onstant tor the entire life Range 747SP 707-700

ot the program and it now ,ells at a lower price per seat _L-1011-500 DC-10 Derivative
74TF-C------ -----300-FC

than any of its (ompetitors while still maintaining an Freighter DC-tO F 767 F C

a.dequate profit margin.
, lBuilding airplanes to meet the fuel eftfciency im-

perati \e must (onsider how major fuel i, used, and
Figure I I Idiigram,, thi, siuation.
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From the standpoint of new airplanes, there are
really only two regions that could be expected to World Energy Supply
generate a new airplane program in the next 10 years.
The first is on the low end of the jet transport trunk
airlines spectrum-below the 757 and 767. The second Hr, a •
is the commuter market, which is the U.S.'s fastest - .. ,..
growing market. Figure 13 illustrates the first of these 12S

tw o areas. Costo, ,.'- -.

All manufacturers see opportunities for fuel effi- , -. . Synh,,"

cient new or deriative equipment, and those that can ,.

act, will. Surely more than one of the potential aircraft so
programs shown will be launched, but certainly not all 25, --DU

of them. 40 %

A similar chart could be drawn for the commuter 9 
'

0 7s so as 90 s M,

market. Many of its elements would be from non-U.S. . -

sources. Competition in the commuter market will be
severe-and success for both builder and airline
becomes difficult to predict in this highly turbulent
market. air transportation environment, regardless of the infu-

sion of more efficient equi)ment. We can expect a
number like 10 to 12 percent of national fuel usage by
the end of the century and this, indeed, will be enough

80 to 180 Seat Jet Transports to produce significant visibility. It should be enough to
spur the manufacturers of engines and airplanes, as

3n Ar 7 W0,,:,o well as the airlines, to do everything within their power
DC,11 I L) .... to reduce fuel usage.

200 The second subject is the possible use of alternative
Committed for Delivery 0

DC 9 a,, fuels. A great deal of study has been made on the use of
Potential Aircraft various liquified gases, and certain experiments are be.737 Derivative

737UrivatiDXe) ing considered, or even in process. There are, of
Airbus Industrie SAl, 2 course, logistics problems inherent to the use of
Japanese YXX cryogeni fuels. However, there is. in my opinion, a
Fokker F-29
757 Derivative more serious problem, which is the cost of such fuels.

S ,.( ,l Figure 15 shows comparisons of the various alternatives
... 0 A 0 to present )etroleum products.

A l I

Some Energy Considerations Alternative Fuel Cost
1979 Ooilars

Since fuel costs have Such a profound effect upon ..
airline economi( s, and since airline economics in turn, LINO,.
have a large effe(t upon airline growth, a few addi- I CKI

tional considerations are worthy of note. The first one ., 0
concerns the availability of the fuel used for air trans- -,--','.

$- 1e l 0 1.
portation. Up to this point, the suhjec.t hais had infre- SCo'tl Sl ,am N.

quent challenge, because aiiine fuel has only 40

amounted to 4 pert ent i)r so of the nation's total fuel 00
requiremeits. This is still the case and, although short- , O
ages rna o . ur, pressure on the airline sector will be 1 0

redvm ed by reason of the relatively small percent of the w,. , ... .-,,,, C-,,I, s l..
otal it epresent,,. Sw h may not be true in the future. Liquid Liquid Synthetic

F:gure 14 present, an estimate by Exxon International Hydrogen Methane .01 A

throuigh tIhe year 20X).
It this estimate is (iorre( t, then ful ( onservation in

areas other than air transo)(rtati(on will he far greater
than re(Iuc tions that ( an bt, a( omplished in a growing
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What this information leads to is a belief that syn-
thetic fuels derived from shale and coal will be used in
the air transportation system by the end of the decade, Far-Term

and certainly far more by the end of the century. I

believe the cost situation will moderate against the use
of cryogenic fuels in this time period..

We should not assume that there will be no prob- JU jso..m,.i r _.r-"-- -
lems with the use of synthetic fuels. Their composition C r,_1 5.8,o," iet

"
S, tll F-el JTOD Bps ))

is significantly different from fuels in use today, and in- aft
adequate basic research has yet been done to show 0,F-6 CFMS6 _ _

that changes required in engine burners and other AS211

elements will be insignificant. This investigation is cer- -j,
tainly a subject for the next decade. , . ."

Ns 0 6 0 75 so 8'5 a , 20<

Far Term Efficiency Expectations C.- 6 6. 70 75 8s ... 90.........

This forecast conference is based on the decade of
the 1980's, However, it would be wrong to close a
manufacturer's presentation without a brief look at the
constructive technology which can affect airline he improved at the same time so that we must he
growth patterns and the industry in the decades tofollw. he 980s wll b th "dcad ofthe careful we do not exaggerate the net average perfor-follow . The 1980's w ill be the "decade of the a c im r v en to b o t i ed

derivative- and that situation will extend well into the mane improvement to be obtained.
1990's. However, a combination of technologies, hay- fa is true that relatively high Math number pop2
ing both civil and military application, can now be fans may come into usage and have the potential of 20identified which will eventually have very significant ef- to 30 percent fuel sa .,ings if their development matures.

However, we must be careful that we do not set our
fects on the industry. Figure 16 is one summation of the Mach nunier goal so high that production readiness is
technologies we can expect before the year 2000. lid.

I consider laminar flow control from mechanical
means to be a somewhat similar technological situa-
tion. Again, the improvement is large (in the 25 to 30

Technology Improvement percent bracket), but again, the production readiness
may be delayed unless large amounts of research and

40 Rn 0technology resources are applied in a timely mariner.
C.-.. 40 A technology program that is gaining momentum

on a continuous basis is the use of advanced structural
3omposite materials, and this improvement, as well as
that from improved metallic structural elements, is

P'fc-n 2 .ummorized in Figure 18.
Perfcent 

.~, ..... .

10 ,',....,. .Loa ... Advanced Composites Structure

1975 so 85 90 95 2000

CerhficaltOn Date

T • ....., ,.."I..........

Many of the names are not new, but the situation ,,,. . . ,,,¢i:.
must be explained in a little more detail to give a true -... Improved Alloys

perspective of the potentials and their likelihood of oc- - Plus Bonding

currence. to
Much of our improvement in the last 20 years has JA-been attributable to propulsive efficiency improve- of J/.

ment, and we might look at that situation first, as
shown in Figure 17. ,97s 1980 ,,o ,, 0 9, 5 2000 ;W0

* There is the potential for some improvement within
our basic turbofan concept. However, performance
deterioration with time, and maintenance costs, must
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Our new airplanes are using graphite composites
for much of their secondary structure, with attendant
weight savings. However, the real goal must be in the All-Electric Systems Technology
use of such composites for primary structures, such as
the wing torque box. There are already a few military
applications, but the "body of technology" necessary Recent Developments

to permit major commercial incorporation is far from * High-torque samarium-cobalt

Lcmplete. We must have better knowledge of the magnet motors Eiminates requirement or
f High-current, solid state switching primary hydrauic systemsfilaments and the resins themslves, and better devices

knowledge of the basic properties of the bond and its
change with time and environment. We must develop e Highly reliable digital electronics
new knowledge of aeroelasticity in this medium. We *High-cacitydata bus Allows low-cost multichannel.

0 Hih-caaciy daa buesIly-by-wire flight control system
need to know more about the permeability of the struc- * Distributed power buses

tural system to both moisture and fuel and its long-term
integrity under both natural and other environmental
situat'ons. Nonetheless, advanced composites for
primary structure appears to be one of the hydraulics, the distributed electrical system is not
technological elements that we can master well before dependent on these developments for affecting major
the turn of the century. c ,anges in aircraft efficiencies.

A technology of similar importance is that of active With these concepts comes a whole new airplane
ccntrol. They have been in use for some years, of systems concept which abandons control cables for
course, but the real payoff comes with artificially flight and power plant control entirely, and relies upon
stabilized aircraft having smaller horizontal tails, wing multiple redundant electrical and electronic systems.
moved forward and smaller wings, and carrying either With this will come an entire on-board information
a zero load or an upload on the horizontal tail instead system change that could constructively affect the rela-
ef the current download which increases wing size. tionhip between the crew aid the air vehicle. The sort
This is illustrated in Figure 19. of cockpit that we could envision is shown in Figure 21.

Conventional Baseline/luifial ACT Advanced Cockpit Design
Configuration Comparison

s-a 

a- 
CT

Again, this technology appears to be within our Some of these developments are applicable to both
grasp, if we can work hard enough in our government _ivil and military application to an extent which has not
and industrial research and development programs.

Another example is that of the distributed electrical occurred for perhaps 0 years or so The deelopment
sytem and its potential for replacing today's control of uch a body of tchnology could proeed in a man-
cables and distributed hydraulic systems as indicated in ner somewhat similar to that of the swept wing and ax-
cablre ad dial flow compressor in which NASA, military, and in-
Figure 20. dustrial elements combined in a national program that

While the development f samarium-cobalt yearsdevelopedabaseoftechnologywhich
* magnet motors and high-current solid state switching was to r eolut oe a bas o to n

devices has the potential of replacing primary
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Everything affects everything else in aerospace, as Airline growth trends will continue; fuel efficiency
we all know, and when such technology advances are will dominate; but it will be a decade largely of current
applied, the design must be recycled many times. It is programs and their derivatives, with very few new
this recycling process that produces the major changes airplane starts.
that we can expect. The improvement numbers that Nonetheless, for the farther term, malor im-
they will contain are somewhat elusive, but something provements are visible. The 1980 decade will be one of
like a 50 percent improvement in fuel efficiency on the technological readiness attainment, and we (an face an
commercial side, or a 50 percent reduction in weight exciting new century, providing that we (go\,-rnment
or '-ze for many military missions can be antici- and industry) adequately invest over these next ten
pated-thus completely superseding the aircraft vears or more to attain technological readiness that will
designs of today. When it occurs will be dependent on permit the application of the new technology t( the
the integration of level of effort trom all sources in ac- world fleet of the next century.
complishing the difficult transformation between I would ike to close on a comment that is relative
visibility in research torm and assembly of the required to the decade's outcome. In my opinion, we need to
body of technology to permit production readiness improve the relationships between elements of govern
trom a military and then a civil standpoint. ment and industry. For the U.S. to survive as a leader in

the world economic community will, I believe, require
Conclusions a major change in the adversarial situation that exists

We find ourselves in a complex position at the start today. We see and compete against more positive ex-
of the decade, with airline protitability and capital for- amples throughout the world. We do not have to copy
mation in poor shape, and with a fuel imperative affec- these examples, but we do have to recognize the
ting both and also increasing the need to purchase seiiousness of the problem in this country and take ac-
more efficient air(raft. Added to this, the noise im- tions that may be uniquely American to preserve the
perative is forcing the obsolescence of significant air- health and competitiveness of our industrivs. I believe

l.r,,ft types. that the exchange that this meeting fosters is a con-
The total situation is not one leading to great op- structivV step. I look forward to the future with a deter-

timism. While the historic cyclical pattern of airline mination that our problems can be ameliorated and
earnings would indicate a return to airline profitability that constructive growth can occur, not only for the
and to a continuation of the upgrading of airline fleets, next decade, but far into the next century.
such a cyclical pattern is not necessarily going to repeat [hank you.
simply because it has done so in the past.

From an airline standpoint, the improv( ments in
otperation during the last few years have le(! to fuel Questions and Answers
utilization and productivity improvements that are
laudable. From a manufacturing standpoint, it would Question: I would like to ask a question that relates to

appear that the industry has done well in both starting the FAA's forecast They have predicted that fuel prices
new deriatives and new products offering improved will go up about 10 percent por year in the next decade;
effic iencies, and in investing capital for improved pro- that the consumer price index will go up about 8 per-
du ti\ ity to restrain the escalation of aircraft prices, cent and that airline fares will go up about 5 percent.
Nonetheless, the infusion of new equipment into the This doesn't jive with my view of the world Although, I
airline fleet has always been a %ery long process and, will caution that fuel is the number one imperative, it is
under the present circumstan(es, it tends to extend, still a lesser part of total operating cost than labor.
rlher than to contrac t. Figure 22 summarizes our ex- Labor costs have been going up recently at double digit

p(, tation, tor the 1980 decade. rates So I would like to ask Mr Iffman, Mr Steiner and
Mr Freer to comment on whether they agree that the
real price of air travel is going to go down this coming
de( ade as suggested by the F/.,\ forecast?

1980 Decade Summary Neil Effman:
I regret to take that first I don't believe airline

.... - prices are going to decline relative to other prices as

* Trends in Growth to Continue they have in the past decade I think to talk about 5

-Fuel Efficiency is the Common Imperative for percent growth in airfares in current dollars is far too
Airline and Manufacturer low Although we would like to get the benefits from

-Decade of Improved Derivatives these new aircraft that are (oming off the drawing
boards, we (an't afford to buy them The airlines, like

-Decade of Technoiogicai Readiness any business, are no different from your own personal

4 -Significant Efficiencies in the life It's a decision you make every day There are many
Further Term new cars on the market that probably get twice the effi-

ciency that you get in your car, and yet, you don't trade
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it in In the end, you probably pay more for keeping the much higher cost. So, I'm not so sure there will be
current car but you can never raise sufficient capital to fewer people traveling, but they are going to be paying
make the trade. Well, that's about where we are. a lot more to travel.

We're looking at the 727-100's which are clearly in- Question: I would just like to ask Mr. Freer a question
efficient aircraft Two years ago I had all those planes concerning the ICAO historical reporting of data. What
out of our fleet by 1985/8b. This year we're out to make definition does ICAO use for an air traffic hub?
a commitment to spend multi-millions of dollars add- Duane Freer:
ing seats, changing the design and the interior of that We don't have such definition. I was borrowing an
aircraft because I can't afford to replace it. And I don't FAA term for the busiest air carrier airports. We don't
think we are alone in that. I'm finding other airlines call them hubs, but you do. The graph was keyed to in-

who are taking similar actions We're maintaining this ternational travel. Kennedy is the big generator for in-
aircraft because it is the only one we can afford. That ternational travel in the N.Y. area. So when I use the
would suggest you won't get those efficiencies. There- term New York hub, I mean Kennedy.
fore, you can't really cut down the cost of your opera- Question: Mr. Steiner, there seems to be a similarity

tion Therefore fares go up, probably higher than 5 per- between what you were saying and Mr. Bond. Mr.

cent a year Bond was saying that groups and organizations in avia-
John Steiner: tion :hould stop snuabbling among themselves and get

My comment would be that I only addressed the together and lobby for more money for FAA and capital

direct operating cost side of the picture in my discus- investment in the System. You also said we need a ma-
sion The indirect side of the picture is more labor in- jor change in the adversary relationship between
tensive than the direct side of the picture. What I said, government and industry if the U.S. is to maintain its

for instance, was that the best we could do was to hold dominance. I wonder if you could comment on this.
the price per seat in constant dollars the same But that John Steiner:
only affects a little part of operating cost. Fuel is much I guess I'd have to answer that by looking at it from
more than that, labor is more than that, etc My belief my perspective as a long-term technologist. The well of

is that the fares structure will go up technology is nowhere near dry. In fact, it seems to
Now there's a whole other subject that was not ad- hive a deeper bottom every time we search. However,

dressed by any of us That is, is there a way to get the the sort of thing that has to be done as a nation to
benefits of scale, that is of size of aircraft? The 747 develop a body of technology is the sort of thing we did
wasn't that efficient an airplane, it was just bigger. on the swept wing and the axial flow compressor. In

There is an economy of scale and there will be an that case, NASA, the Air Force and the industry, all

economy of scale for any level of technology, whether worked in a constructive and in a relatively planned (I

at the 1970 level, the 1980 level or the year 2000 level, don't want to overdo that) manner to develop a body

T here's going to be an economy of scale. I would like oi technology that took about 10 or maybe 12, 15 years

sometime to see someone tell me whether the deregu- We develop. That produced the travel revolution that we

lated environment aids th- ,conomy of scale or have all participated in. Now, it's very frustrating to see

detracts from the economy of scale. My own opinion is pieces of technology, the collection of which would
the former re;)resent probably just a big a technological break-
Duane Freer: thrcugh, get almost lost.

My feeli.ig about it is that it will be higher than it is The nation's future from the standpoint of jobs and
;ore(ast in the book for a couple reasons. First. the the nation's future from the standpoint of security is
air'ne industry is pe(uliar in its dependence upon high desperately threatened and If we can't bring ourselves
usage of fuel to transport people. It uses more fuel than As a government and as an industry into a constructive
any other publi( form of transport. mold more nearly similar to that we practiced 30 years

Therefore, the effect of increased fue' prices irn- ago and less adversarial in nature, we may fail. It's just
11, is them more severely. Aviation fue!, ,'s a matter of that simple.
ta is in(reasing faster than other types of fuel, Question: Mr. Effman, I was interested in your remarks
'.vh,ther you compare it with automobiles, buses or describing the current strategy ot retrenching away
%%hit,\er. rhe other thing is that efficiency, as John from market share and toward profitability. I might add
Sic. o'r just said, is very, very expensive. I noticed an article in the Wall Street Iournal this morn-

lri( e, will go up. My reading is that last year airline ing, in which your Chairman outlined basically that
i( ket )ri( es rose disproportionately faster and higher philosophy in more detail. I wondered if I might ask: In

th,ii p)ric es in (ther area,, of the economy. Now, dereg- '.,'ur opi ni )n, is that likely to be an industry-wide trend,
u1l1t01n had a slight OUntering effect and, I think, a and if it is over any long-term, is it likel, to significantly
''rv ;)ositi\ e effe( t upon it. But I think we are in for a -atiect comt)etition in different markets? Finally, will it
n\ i te styl'. I think most of the people in this room have any tffect, in your view, on tares and traffic?
ad th.'ir ( hidren will be ome so a (Lustomned to flying Neil Effman:
, ( iline,, that they are going to be willing to fly at a To begin, i think it is an industry trend that's
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already developed. You can cite a number of ex- Sevits " ill he tar niir t iorn(irtalit than thi' 'at'.
arnples. I'll try to cite all those that don't affect us so I we are using todaiy, far fluii,, ()nit rtalh HLI I thinuk.
don't look like I'm partial. United Airlines dropped 18 we have to lo\, er our t'\,ui' t1. 1 ( 111 1 in I I
flights out of the Atlanta airport. I think they did that the same thing, you alwa', had lbetori' and t.kpt' I the

because they weren't making money there and they system to (ontinue to grow. You ha,.e to make soime
didn't see how they could compete against the two ( hoi es. Mr. Bond talked aboiut a sstem ,ill)ro,i( h I
giants, Delta and Eastern. I see it in Chicago. Continen- don't think we have a sstem aptiroal h vet. Ea( h onc
tal is out of the Chicago west coast market. I think that doing its own thing. It's a malor lirohli'm: the airlp)rt.

it's a natural force, not one that's been planned. Yet, go their way, the airlines go their v,r and I gue'.' thI'
we started planning three years ago and we realized FAA goes its way. That should stt,

where we had our strengths, where we had our weak-
nesses. We have spent a lot of money going to our

strengths. It all gets down to capital constraints. An ex-
ample I might give: United goes to their Board of Direc-
tors and asks for $100,000,000 to double the size of

their capacity in Chicago. Given their history of pro-
titability at Chicago, I suspect it took their Board about

two minutes to say that's a worthwhile investment.
Given our history of profitability at Chicago, I think we
would have a tough time going in and asking for
$]00,000,000 in a capital constrained environment to
build additional gates at Chicago so that we can com-
pete equally with United. I think my Board of Directors
would wonder why they ever made me a Senior Vice
President. But I don't think we are alone. I think there

are places where other carriers are making those same
decisions. I think United probably could have made the
same decision in Atlanta. They could build up a struc-
ture, but there is only so much money.

United decided to invest in Chicago and we in-
vested in St. Louis. It took us two minutes to decide to

go up to 15 gates, and next year, up to 18 gates in St.
Louis. I suspect another carrier looking at that decision,
would come to a different conclusion. I don't think we
are smarter than anybody else, but I think the dynamics
of time and capital constraints are going to force that to
happen.

Now, what does that mean in terms of fares? One of
the big things is load factor. If you operate at 65 percent
or 70 percent load factor, you can charge less than if
you operate at 55 percent load factor. That causes
some more crowded conditions. However, I notice no
one goes to the theatre and looks for empty seats. If half
of the seats are empty you begin to wonder if you made
the right decision. I think we have a job to do in air
transportation so the public doe not feel uncomfort-

able v'hen what they get is the seat they paid for and
riot the seat next to them as well. But that will come
over time. I think that's one of the ways that we will
keep our costs down.

Seating density is another problem. I am talking

about a technology, one of the greatest things I've
seen. You would have never thought of seating tech-

*. nology five years ago. No one ever worried about seat

technology. But we look at seats today.

ivi
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Introduction by
Dr. Bill Wilkins

O)ur luncheon speaker is a Member ot the Civil
Aeronautics Board. Mr. George Dailey is the next to the
newest member of the CAB, having been appointed to
the Board in March of 1980. He is serving in and will
comnplete the term whic h was previously held by Fred
Kahn. Thus, he will be a Member of the CAB until
De- ember 31, 1982, assuming it's not sunsetted prior
to that (date.

Prior to h is ser\ i. e on the B( lard he was Deputy Assist-
ant Se( retarv ior Human Rights and So( al Attairs at the
)epartment o? State. In that p osition he was responsi-

ble tor the tormation of()It ol v tor the United Staites on
hmnrghts and s5((al isue w h aris in the

United N ation sVstin From 1971 to 1977 Mr. [)alley
%%,as in amministratis e iasiitanlt to Congrelssnan Charles

( aflgeI (it Nv%\ '5 (rk. Prior tol thati Mr. I allev %-as the
Assistant Couinsel to the- Ilidio iir\ Oiiniittee ot the
United s1tatVs HIM's of Rereseritt(-s. He is a
graoLuate (It C otLIsIsi) CollegeV and ot ( olunibia Uni\ er-
sit', lJV6 and business, so hiook,5 It s, W th 91"Cet pesr
that I introldwl c toi von G( rgo I ), 1v\ ,
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Long Term Traffic Growth important, the American people recognize the exist-
ence of fundamental, seemingly intractable problems

and Deregulation that portend worse to come. For the airline business,
the CAB staff estimates that in calendar 1980 (the FAA
uses fiscal years) overall domestic traffic measured in
revenue passenger miles (RPM) will decline by 3.5 per-
cent, with trunk traffic declining by 5.4 percent. This
would make 1980 by far the worst year in the history of
comnmercial aviation in this country.

Given that current conditions influence how one
appraises the future, there are nevertheless strong ob-
jective reasons for believing that bleak prospects are
ahead. It now seems clear that the very large energy
and petroleum real price increases since 1973-OPEC

George A. Dailey oil has increased 10 fold -have reversed a funda-
Mc'nher rnentai driving force ot the post-war boom, a steady
(i\I Aeronautics Board de( line in re,,' energy prices. Continuing real price in-

____________________________________________ creases ':oriibined with the in%,estrncnts necessary to
V)'~ 'i I t h I I' Mtosensus that United States, avia- deveiop netrol, um substitutes, and to assure environ-

ti., %I it~ 4r:wi' it t he fmtt' it has t'floved in the past, mental integrity, will keep) the growth of real disposable
\1 1)61I'\ ItC\ I'lf 11), lt hti' -, ii 01111rt 41111ty at a timei( inconie well below the post-Aar rate, and at times

Ii0 i ,lI .1 hird tiin. \, fie (it s'\ eral travel negail e tese considerations are embedded in the
Ot.- '. 11ifl in~l n ti I ti ud i ippi irtunfIt\ v\\here it is, a rncms unitormily lessim Istic econometric models, such

II 'Iii w Il~i ~lr a \\harte, the one used hv,, the FAA, which form the
tOujnd~lIti tor air travel demand iorecasts.

it)7 .dvt inm), i, iiii t12 \ ear, igo Gene I r anyv rebuttal to, these 'orecasts, or must we
%1( .i i~k - if ! V .i li''\iof iiIntr\i %~hether join 'A'harton Ihs Hanover and thf, rest on the

voil IV h, i,iliiill\ t'\tI)iin I iii-'iil"s %% ri'? I see none, I'\ tpt to register a caveat: the great
n il t-rmni f'is prospet is. He replied Urnk-in %r re,\ol\ t's around innovation, specifically the

Iiri' lk,' hI,ii khi(ion the telt'phonc 110'Ci nt't~' tor cle\eloping substitutes for petro-
A 111 'l I', ii. it up )trk !) th'n I t'A nmtre, liniallv l'iim IF s'lit,'rallv in,,olve trillions of decisions and

~~in, 'All,' i nitiali is it %%-' Include, as we should, conservati *
-' ,tr ,- 1i4 Vt' II the( ( W[C enimir,ii 1r'V'isi ri' 'A hit h eat h ot us takes every day, right down

:) V,it \ll. I W ,i r '' tre t U) 198I-1' tr ie ItI siun to walk rathe that) dri\e, to the Post

'2 ''Il , * ii ij~i 40 A li ~t', lt dinhi tit 11. i '. otdll'i O\i' 1 110 Lh't i ld pav oft sooner rather
%(iS I IS rti1,' Ii K l ti 114 it 1)11' halt tht' th'ln Lilte ' Aniid ii't' ar i t I i) restore del.ining real

II I it o j r tnt~ \IUMNL'ou I ifL1' ;,LImilit itl unr t ,rt' it 'Atilk - t'stort' the p~ost-

* ''I'' '' ''. 'A I' i~'ii 1 ) 04 iwt tr;t %\itrlil t, (:,,( liiing t'ntrg,, putt's, in real terms is, distan tor

i1w\ t ' I'' I, 't istl ti, Is r I i in ttI t' re ~ Oil- e ,Phiiii\ tent'rallt, atnd that the le in st econo-

,It , 'i'' \\ ;'u i t Iii t~ 15 0Itll ' ,it if) t\lI e' trv lti\\ Iting-runf growsh ratt-, tor air

',\ '''. %,i i\ 'I I ii tII 110 1'l ritn N-, h~(' t''.t air tratns~portatiton is h I ~ sensitis ti

,,, .5' 'i:I I-ii I - t 5 crwr'Aii then W ill tl ad is iita kintl it' thecoa.

* '' r, 'nl ti~nt 1() 'l i '. th l ',liit' t it 1 dt't Oir'In hi v~m vtrue

''' i it' Ald \\ 1 ikJIC ithcr i t( JI A \ lie 1101 I t; 'tI m itti'

* . ' ., 'I! ! ,-I,' fi 'it , 2, fill2' ' ' ~Ith 1 te t'w( ) Iin t' rweal i'ndrg 1 ail ''

I r ,li -~ j cr)~iw , )Isu m~ike , )I wltm Th %it'LI
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and high inflation- make the identification of counter- proportion of the short-haul air travel market. Second,
cyclical growth sectors and subsectors relatively easy in that same CAB forecast for calendar 1130 predicting
principle: growth sectors will be those which offer the the worst year in history-a 5.4 percent decline for the
prospect of more efficient energy use. Today, costs, 'ong haul trunk carriers-indicates that non-trunk traf-
and therefore output prices, are decisively influenced fic will inc-ease by 8.3 percent. And because com
by higher real energy input prices. Obviously, the de- muter traffic measured by RPM is very small, well
mand for anything will increase, compared to the de- under one percent, it is clear that the great bulk of this
mand for other goods and services, if it becomes increase derives from the performance of the local se;
relatively cheaper; in inflationary times this means that vice and former intrastate carriers. Taken together
the favored product or service will increase in price at a these airlines serve about 15 percent of the overall
lesser rate than the average. Hence, goods and services domestic market; and perhaps as much as 25 percent,
which caii be produced with less energy compared to taking into account the short-haul traffic of Delta and
the average of all goods and services, or require less Eastern.

eergy to use, will ha% e a grow:rng advantage. Equally The most difficult questions are how long this
o, more ob ious, the demand for anything can increase change in cost relationships favoring air will continue,
at a very high rate if it becomes relatively cheaper than and whether the improving comparative advantage of
"! direct .,ubstitute, and comparative energy costs play air over surface will continue to grow. Late this summer
an even more important role here. short-haul air travel growth began to soften, and it con-

It is on these questions that the airlines, the air- tinues soft, compared to earlier in the year. It is note-
frame and engine manufa(turers and all of those who worthy that this softening coincided with stable gaso-
influence or determine airport and airwys develop- line prices in nominal dollars, which is to say declining
ment should h'cLs. The new, more fuel efficient aircraft real gasoline prices. But if we accept Wharton and the
and engines now in de,,eloprment are clearly a correct rest, (ontinued real price increases for petroleum are
resionse. But the queStions involve much more, and I predicted for some years to come. If true, we are look-
should like to e\plore the most promising prospect ing at a sector of the overall air travel market which has
with youi In a nutshell, it niav well be that demand in '-ery high growth potential not only despite but be-
a!l (if the .arills ,ir tra',el suhniarkets will not "follow cause of tie particular kind of long run doldrums being
the e(onornv in a dovsnsvard or slois growth direc- ;oreLst by all.

tion. Let, begin Ibv looking at shat is happening in a Assuming all this is correct, are there any con-
sister trans)ortation indUstr, - surtaCe cargo transpor- straints that would inhibit growth?
tation. I am happy to say that my agency will not stand in

What ( ,Ii. lu'IL)in \\iulid \01 draw if I were to tell the \%say. Beginning in early 1979 we opened entry in
\,ou that railriaci long,-hul reight o"s and rates for a domestic markets to all carriers that are "fit, willing and
gro,,irig grop ft pri (1(1 t', ,Ner' in( reasing at a slower able' to provide air transportation. Until quite recently,
rate t hin r tru( king, the print p1al ( ompeting mode? h\veser, very little happened, although what did
Firstl%,, you ssould sav tht it these trends (ontinue, happen w5,as portentous. The commuters continued
railroad tratti i, ill gii I) and truli k traffic do\sn. If you their rapid e\pansion, but this group had never been
I,,er' turther to ld that the iil)r ii rg (,It and pri( e ad- regulated. The locals added some new points, and
antrgf' tI ri ii, Is reuted ti m the in( rease in real dropped a few old ones, but most important, they have
etrolh'ul .iliuit miri i,,. \im s,\iuld also readily allow% enjoved healthy traffic growth on the bulk of their
ii, t ( )p[( is h ini, thit, e ei t (It ti ()ring raiIroad,, o\er 1)rederegi lation short-haul routes.

trut k, In tait this, i' t' i' ' aini td lit stm k market The biggest part of the story so far involves the
kno%,, it tformer intrastate carriers which are now gradually mov-

In tht ,drinrt' hu,,in,,,, th rt' is, is i.ri,imilar pherionie- mL i;ito inter'tate markets. Significantly, this group-
a:)l In tilt h1 .hrt hatul ji,i',, ''c'r market,t Fhere, as ir the Iouthwest PS/. Air California and Air Florida-have

a, ot the, rilnlrmd, itil retrileurni r t mn(reases tspamided largely into short-haul and medium-haul
.tInriiuItt' dt'rr,r iii I 1 'A h ( hIetl\ h't LJ,( petroleum'rn niark',is on the basis of prices that undercut, in some

rii v fli rt 'isc, , it flit' ii',t (I ]iltorl()11i' trasel, the ( t's b\y a wide margin, interstate short-haul fares. And
iionil,i! rirn i, it h. ) int rei,, i it ,a t,ist'r rate. Put the only entirely new entrant to come on the scene and
inithir 5,,,, ,',i , i rtiil tinerg\ pri( e, the dris- operat' jet aircraft, M idsav Airlines, is similarly

I i ir, t' ()I flit ,. n\ ' gri) "sTb r,it' t()r the generil e( on- ,pe( il/ing in loi\ pri(e, short-haul transportation
i,r~l% !fill 'ij h lhrc t i r,- ii els ,rsts ( t'., ,rir trittlt 1o, u'.ing oil hitago. In sharp .ontrast to most of the
,.'iit'ri~ll\ ,m'.,r t' hi sr\i br i h re' in sitrt burlI ,iir itnig-hi~l trunk (arriers. all are prosperous or be(oni-

tri ,i\ t 2iri is.,t trig j,risproLs.
Pin t' ''.i , r'WMu .ii 'n'n' itf irld surtm ', irt' in I lnm\ 'ser, the impact of these new airlines, relative

Wlit-' 
in'mi - I tl'r,' ,t mt n-t I hisilt'grt' is \'rl, to the , si/t' mt the oiverall interstate market, has been

wjnl' - i l1r, q1,,, " ,, i h ' iii r itmi l hilt' trns ,l n'gliih!e No tir: and 1.1i ) until rem entlv the older group.
l,,f6., f k, I , I n i i itii,il[l\ \i,,\ ,irit' ,is ,i ii( IUJl~ n tht' lio ,,s, hase riot shosn any tenden(v to
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es olv-' in t hc. dire( tion of the. pri.e and] r ost ha racteris- Here deregu lat ion may tern po ra ri Ily confuse
tir.s ot the tformer Intrastate carriers. But the rec~ent matters. For de.ades, the main c.ustomers of the air-
initiaitise byv Texas International in forming a separate t rame rn~nufac(turers and airports has e been a handful
(orporation known as New York Air to provide low ot large trunk airlines. These have ailways ( ailed the
lirir~ed air traflsportatioji in high density northeast sh ots on the performance r. haractferisti. s of airplanes,

short-haul miarkets is highly signifioant - it would per- and it I,. airplanes, that determine the design of airports.mi t a erv rapid ,tartll;I Of a nilediuni-sited, low price/ Today we fat e a pleriod of rapid r hange. The trunks, as
losw c.ost airline. Two other short-haul specialists pro- I group, are her. oring smnaller, and only two, Deka
posinrg to operate in the nort heast, People Express a ndl id Eastern, niay be onsidered to has e a sustained I
Air International, also have applications pending teresz in short-haul markets at this, time. Should these
before 't e Board, and a ness carrier on the west c'oast, r.arriers, whit h rmay not be thle only major buyers of air-ISLn ri cific, hopes to start rLilI 5 ery soon, c raft in the years to c ome, continue to dic tate basic per-

These des elopmeuts srrggest that there may be( a forrmance r. haracteristi. s? Certainly they should not do
rapid exoansiori ot short-haul t ras c- t hrorughout the so tor the su bma rkets that they no longer serve or want
(Or.iitry based on the ec.onomics and cons enet ot to serve.
stler ialized opt' ,,.ions designed to tat) high denosity How, then, should tuture designs be determined?
markets and -onipete direct ly against the larg~e volumne Obviously, we c-annot ask airlines that are not yet in
of trav el riots rusinrg the a r~tor'1ruoltIr'. It tIi is happI1 eni existence, or airlines that have not deterni ined their
niany if nr.t all of the older r.arriers, w(rsig ,ho~rt anrd niche. Manufac-turers, in other industries nianage to
me1(dium stage length mar kets ssil adapt to thewe new,' design lproducts by studying the market, constructing
more efficient VJs asof doinrg buLsiess inr order to be prodrUcts for that niarket, and then cons ir. ing
bo0th ost anrd prr( e trim petiti ye - or they %% ill has c to ,r istoniers, wholesalers and retailers, that oh'- pu hlic-
shrin!, in size and es ertr~dllV g'o out or uies It these wants the lproduct. We should do the sanie, at least in
pred it ions, tros e to b(e a(t( Urate, a irr id Ind srLista rned part. We should continue to ask airlines, wshat they
Increase in short-hal t ras el is Ii kely in ill majrkets ex- v.a nit, lbrut we should also Unrderta ke an objective ap-
r(ett thiose in wich ai rport r (ingestion l atr atinitn praisdl o' the deniand chaaeristics of all air travel
pIreverit e-ntrv or specialized Oper.ratilonis miarkets, i nclur~d ing ra rt icuIa rly,, those that are to a high

AN Year agro the FAA prolec-ted that 25) air r. ,rrier air- (hr-'gree p~otential ly r-oonpetitiye with automobile travel.
port, wourd lie satu rated by I 9t90t. It is notess (irt by It is, essential tha; this be done if nianufar tu rers, and air-
her. that the o st sur.( cest( (;,i spc'r. 1,1list, oths s ports are to a nticipate the d imernsiorns (if ft ure markets
r~(o )enrot s('rse, a nd a ppa rentl\ does, not ss a nt tro sers e, anrd subma rkets whic.h mua ny of the older r arriers do
anyv saturated or ( onigested airporrt. You has1 C all lbe('ri iiit now see.
reading about thle problem oIf allot at ing sIr ts, at While specialized airplanes and airports are a long
\Va'.hington National in rer.ent (hays,. VOitr~t rOi was' off, the dev elopmnirt of new, or neglected short-
mnti ng on the mierits of the c(rmptle\ paest iins, pIre- haul markets, at Congest ion free airports is riot. In fac.t, it
svnted, -It seemsl ohs OUs that if short-hl t ras el grow,, is happen inrg ni iss. AppI i~rnts for CAB aut horitv are
ral,)idlv there will be in( reasing all(t atirin r. onfli. ts he- proposing, frr examiple, to rfter loss fare, high frequen, \-
Me ien su r-aLIand long-haul tlights, at ,Ur. Ii airports. sm'r'. it e bt tss (en ,0111C rift he riain ri r.ities Of LipstaIte New

In thi' short run these niust be re'sols ed bVdse p York arnd the Ness York met ropol ita n area. Presumn-
ng im proved mi(t hod,, of alloc ating or rrt iinrg slots;,a Is.v sur.hI se'rsit('5,, depenrd i ng on tlrice and modal
a nd it is, likely that off-peaik Irrii Ing wsill pllay an imnpi r- cross r.ljsti itrr.' of derrid, %\ ill d isert some propor-
tant amelioirating rolre. In the long run, howeser, airporrt tion or thr. large %OlLMIiu of trrs cl nuuis rUising the auto-
a apai itv will hrs r. to be expa nded. Be(r arUSe long rrun - mnobilIc and p('rliap us i's n t be inter rr~is b)us. We Should

ss -iv a' rtOrts, talke, osver a decrdeC i,) build from s(r. rtr-. it tarefrtr Ily analyze prese'nt a nd fuituLire' demniand and r(i)5t
is, t ear that satuLirat io n at existing long runrssay ai rports chara teristics Of sLr~i cr travel. W e shlo~ d studs' thbe
w5ill he an i nc reasing r.onstrarint on air travel' growth, total costs of air s-s. srtrace, Inc lruding the s aloe of Im.,
tr)rrtrr. rilarly the shorrt-haIL sector. It thi(refore seeriis In doing this, airport ar. ress can be c ritical. To continue

* eq V(ual: s( lear that deniand presU re will (reate strong with the exaniple: it t 'Ii('55e s('rs Ir(' e roposa Is for Ness-
si m nltr neous m( nent is (' for t he de'seloplment ot )1 (-rk depend on the rSC O' (I o rctrgestled Newsark Air-
spot ia Ii zd short- hrIL air rtft and speoialIized a i rports port,- how do we attenipt to i niprois ground acr.-ess for
andh airsays sy-stems . A,, mnost (If rru know, th(e terch- the pris-ate('ars, trxis and other forms, (I ,t surac(-e tras \ e-1
nolrg igoa state, Of the art in airt raft and engine design both in terris of r(ost and Iimne-anrd bows do we do it
WO~i I perm it the ( tinstru( tiocr noss\ (If la rge, e( onlM - p rLrickly? It , q.u ite possible that tull sv'steriis Stri es.
iiI i rm rft that ( Or~i d rus(' short rci nss y far. ilit ies adja - (onibi nd with c-omparatis 0 moIdal analyses, will allow
( 'nr to or geo graichr alIs Independent of la rg('r airports UiS toI see wholliy new denmand s istas in air t rasel - and
thit are approrr. lung LInia ptb onrg(sti(In l'e-els or that these, wsill materialie soon.
has-u' rear. bed satrartion -
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\ev, irlits ind pro,,pe( ti\e tirline, are now Airport ( rias or to etfe(t the decisionmaking pro(esses

''iaged in thcse kind, ot analVses. I suggest that manu- nov ULnder way. We at the Board have been looking it
;atI Urer, and airport proprrettrsi in, ILtdinig my triends various eco-r'omic models. Furthermore, we have been

In the iAA v.,ho are both airport prolprietors and over- getting tiings from airlines whicb would indicate that
,eer,, (ft the nation's airports system, Should do the one of the ways an airline or group of airlines might

,anie, and, in addition, give (areful attention to the re- allocate slots might be through an access arrangement
(lirerint ,, for spe. 'alized aircraft and airports. And, of involving a purchase of slots. That purchase might be

(,re.m, the CAB will do its part. We need to look essentially paid for by differential pricing hecause of the

,tuarel, at the constantly changing character of the air convenience afforded by the slot. The concept is a

tr i ,l 'ulriarkets to try tt ascertain which are going simple one.

(os,,n and M1hich are going up and why. American The linkage is that National has an asset because of

cautomobile manufacturers failed to do this for their its convenience. Five o'clock departures are an asset

market. Let us riot repeat that error in air transporta- because of the need for business to cave at that time. A

tion, premium could be charged and there might be some
\.hat I ari -aving, finally, is this: it is too easy, and ''c(nonic allocation of slots and travel at that time. It is

probahli a mistake, to perch on the wire with the rest. obhviously the same concept as weekend fares. It's a
Bid time, ire ahead, but in wad times there is also wa I of having the traveling public allocate. Rather than
rp~rtotv, and the early bird will get the worm! jamming National Airport with everybody leaving on

Friday night, there might be a greater incentive to leave
or Saturda ' mo;rning.

Questions and Answers
Question: Do you sC i tatL re for s( heduled helicopter
,,irk i ti? It ippeirs to ha\ e been igniured here today.

George Dalle ,:
I'd agree that it Is somethi ng that should be looked
.I asstii' there i,, a future for heli(epter service

)( aLJt' it tits ' ithtn the ( riteri,: that we talked about. It

i(,.it', t'ijl)t' and it (ould do ,or eftf(iently. I don't
knoti, o. hat the .ot,t effi( ien( ces are -( e.' rlv the idea of
1no, ri litt(ile tronm airport to uirpo)rl Ii' hb- licopter has
t ittn tried In somt' instan(es. Unfortunate accidents

I '~in ti ( ther tin. ir(inmental tin,,ideratitirs mnight be play-

Ig ! tart. BLIt I gLJes, I v,,old agree with you that it
needs to he l()k(( it as tint' fit the po,,ible modes for
use.. I don't knov, 5,hv it shonld hi' 1tt out.

Bill Wilkins:
I niIght LJst aJd to iat th lt '\gtn't v is (-onst ious

(ot the grv, ig Ltilitv and pottntiil (it hIlt( hpters. W e
hait' a hi( lt trllt'r task for(ct' it vtirk within the Agen( v.

t', ia\s s.,(rk Ill ouir for as.tling aria to try to i(cor-

lth}ra l ', (tit l Apturs ii ir-r tore asting ntiodeo s.
Question: (huld you relate hoi peak hour pricing

rimght gi i.gether with allo(ation or slots with
reteren e ti Washingthn 'Naitinl Airp(irt?

-George Dallev:
F rt a diis laiii'r: I din't want toi lreerit in ary

vi; M sug'gested ,olUtion, toi thi' urrent National

;9tr " '-4 1,:, 122 1!42 Thet~r.t v,.,il 0 - j r(v'n1 rotin(t(ed
,.:, i, *.t.r,, it ' ,i11 r, ltit ktrT% ' h 19-74 it i . ' 1(in

r .'i t iw 1r1 i8 I t) ()t 1 , ut r ni " %% i 't 8 1 tinr( t i

'i K I r'rrr, ' i [ ') F rh", t )isij la Am r.0 ( r mirr ai, R 'i[)()rt

I r i I 
tiM- r i it' ut ttu, 4 f V 1, , , Po h c r lii1.1

' .irnL I m' in ' t i'' ,i '-V' '-i12 1\u0',nmt)'r
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Introduction Our first speaker this afternoon is John Shaffer Mr
Shaffer, as all of you know, was the Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Administration. Since then he has been
engaged in a distinguished aviation related career in
consulting and in other business activities. Prior to
becoming the Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Administration, he had a distinguished career in
business, including a term with a company called TRW.
He is a graduate of the Military Academy at West Point.
He flew a combat tour in the European theater in the

Dr. Bill Wilkins 13-26 aircraft. He holds a Masters Degree from Columbia
Associate Administrator University. And certainly not least, he was the 1972
for Policy and recipient of the Wright Brother's Memorial Award and
International Affairs Trophy.
Federal Aviation
Administration

This afternoon's panel will focus on another aspect
of the aviation industry: Commuter Airlines and General
Aviation. To review the 1980 FAA general aviation fore-
cast: the general aviation fleet is at about 208,000 air-
craft today By 1992, it is expected to total 315,000 air-
craft. That's an annual growth rate of about 31/2 percent.
just as important, perhaps, the character of the fleet is
changing. It is becoming more sophisticated. Flight
operations are becoming more sophisticated. GA hours
flown, some 42 million in 1980, should reach some 64
million by 1992 according to our forecast. That's an
annual growth rate of 3.6 percent.

The commuter industry has experienced significant
growth over the last few years. In the coming decade we
expect this segment of the industry to grow at a faster
rate than the larger air carriers, There has been a lot of
talk about fuel today Of course, fuel is a major factor in
general aviation as well Given the situation, one might
ask Who's going to do the flying? That raises all the
questions about the motivations and the substitutions
which have been raised earlier today. One of the things
about which I'm concerned is that we have traditionally
assumed, at least in the upward form of it. that aviation
is price inelastic and that it is income elastic as income
rises Those are assumptions which in these times need
more (onsideration

One thing that is happening, I believe, is that as
productivity rises and incomes rise with productivity, it
will become increasingly possible that people will find
substitutes for transportation They will be motivated to
substitute for transportation We should be alert to that
possibility. Nevertheless, those who fly and those who
use general aviation air(raft will be those who value the
time ma(hine that is the general aviation aircraft.

This panel will provide a reading of these segments
of aviation General aviation is the largest segment of
aviation and, as, you saw on the charts this morning,
heavily (oncentrated in the United States It is the area
upon which the least amount of data exists. That is
something whith we in I-AA are trying to correct. There
are a o 01uple of ex( iting, data olle tion experiments
going on at the m)ment
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"Flying Into the Sunset" things to happen under the umbrella before it becomes
a frantic free for all. Well, it didn't happen that way.
One consequence: there are no manufacturers in
America who are building the airplane that the com-
muters want.

The commuters will make do with what they have
and I hope they'll manage the transition from today to
the time that they really have the type of service the
trunks have led their passengers to believe they ought
to have-that is, a comfortable, pressurized cabin with
standup head-room.

Jack Shaffer I don't believe that they are going to get all of that
Member, Board of in the short-term. There is a reason for it. It's simply the
Directors cost of acquisition of the aircraft. I would remind you
Beech Aircraft that the DC-3 was produced for about $21,000 per seat,
Corporation as I recall. That isn't possible any longer with any kind

Mr. Shaffer believes that although the commuter car- of airplane. Those that will come on the scene such as

riers have grown very rapidly in the recent past, they the Swearingen Metros, the Bandeirantes, the Shorts

should exercise caution today. If they develop their Brothers, and so on, will cost considerably more than

markets too well the larger airlines might come back to that per seat. As a consequence, the debt that these
those markets. Even if their development stays on people are going to have to struggle with is going to be
course, he wonders how the commuters will be able to a matter of considerable consequence.
pay for the new generation of aircraft now coming on You can do the mathematics if you choose. The
line. new Beech 1900 that I'm familiar with will cost about

$1,800,000 and it will have 19 seats. Those of you who
I titled my remarks "Flying into the Sunset." That are quick with numbers will find out that it will require

was nothing more than a direct reference to an event about $500 a day just to service the debt. There aren't
that is supposed to happen in 1985. I think we can look very many people out there who have the capital laid
forward to that event with a lot of hope. I don't mean to aside to buy these airplanes for cash or even to qualify
say that they haven't done the job of protecting a for a bank loan without the backing of the loan
fledgling industry. We now have a fully developed in- guarantee program which is part of the Deregulation
dustry. I think now it can manage or somehow muddle Act of 1978.
through without all of the regulations. It's going to be very difficult for the commuters to

I will try to give you my perspective of what dereg- acquire the aircraft they need. It would be my advice to
ulation has meant to the general aviation industry. It have them take it slow and easy at this point while they
doesn't really affect the owner pilot or the corporate develop their markets and replace the service that has
fleet. Those are both on the scene and will grow based been abandoned by the trunks. The trunks are with-
on management decisions in the normal course of drawing service from less productive or less profitable
business events. Where I would really like to to(us is routes, just to stop their bleeding.
on commuters and why we don't have the airplanes The idea that there is a big void out there, a grow-
manufactured in America that the commuter group ing market, is a misconception. There isn't any ques-
needs. tion that the number of passengers that have been

It's a very interesting coincidence that the (apacity dropped by the trunks are still there. But whether or
of the typical general aviation aircraft is less than the not they are going to become customers of the com-
capacity of the DC-3. It happened when the industry muters is not quite all that (lear. Some of them will, ob-
was overly protected and when the DC-3 was the prin- vioUsly. I think 70 percent of the people who will use
cipal workhorse of the airlines. Anything smaller the commuter airlines will be interline passenger,.
beame a part of general aviation. As a consequence, About 30 percent of those who use the system have an
there really isn't anything between the 20 passenger alternative as you heard about at lunch today. The
airplane and the 85 passenger airplane on the scene to- automobile is that alternative.
day that's built in Americ a. We happen to believe there is a bigger market for

Deregulation t ame t)o fast for me. As a matter of the 19 seat and under airplane than there is for the 35
tat t, while I was preparing for this meeting, I reviewed to 60 seat airplane. The 35 to 60 seat aircraft will cost
my 197- remarks when I was asked to express mv (onsiderably more at acquisition than the 19 passenger
\iews. I told them then that deregulation was S011- airtplane will. A,, a matter ot fa( t, you could probably

thing we needed. In fact, we need enlightened regula- prodt(e the same (apacity for a lot less money with
S t ion but less ot it. It ought to have been done in a two ot the smaller airplanes. I'm not even trying to

so heduled way so that these events will illow the right
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make that point. I'm simply saying that we have de- big drawback, of course is labor's attitude about it-we
cided that the market is big enough for more than one ought to try to do it. I will embark on what I think is the
manufacturer. So, we will take our share of the 19 practical solution for the airlines.
passenger and below market, and be happy with it. I When I was in the Administration, we funded a
don't want to scare anybody off or suggest that we program to study four of the smaller airports with the
know more than the other people who do market idea of taking the load of the non-safety related ground
research. It's simply that we have made a cautious handling chores away from the airlines and giving it to
judgment to be in the 19 passenger and below market. some competent hardnosed solid citizen who would
Anybody else can have all of the bigger market that run that part of it for them. This would include all of
they want, these things that are necessary because of airport ter-

Now, I would also caution those of you who are minal configuration, primarily, and the other non-
tempted to jump into the commuter market. Once you safety related items like baggage handling that the
have a profitable city pair, you may see the trunks airlines presently do by themselves. At every airport,
come back. This is particularly true when they have an Chicago's O'Hare being one of the great examples,
airplane that's quite capable of making a profit with less there's a sea of idle equipment, representing a huge in-
than 50 percent of the seats filled. There are some of vestment. More important than that, there are a lot of
those coming along. They will have to put those air- idle people for most of the day regardless of how busy
planes to bed someplace at night and they will use that individual airline is at that airport.
them as a mop. In other words they'll drag the last The finding was that the airlines, without laying off
customers out of National Airport to Wilkes-Barre and one person at the beginning of the program could
put the airplane up there at night because National's make more money than they made in aggregate in any
likely to become a very crowded airport when they year in the history of the airlines: $345 million was what
have the A-300 and the others in there without a lot of it ,as possible to save just by combining all of that
airport parking. National Airport is a very size-limited equipment and manpower, and then having someone
piece of property and crowded at best. So, there will be provide those services in an equitable and satisfactory
a constant threat to the commuter who manages to do way for each of the individual airlines. It is a fact that
a very good job of market development, there's more money to be saved there than they are,

There is no question that there will be a lot of good making in aggregate in most years.
commuters. There are some 260 of them now. And I think that this would be the time for them to really
there are likely to be some new entries and there's cer- take on the task of having the unions re( ogni/e the fact
tain to be some mortality. But, by and large, there will that it's almost upon us. The airlines i, ill either do it
be a lot ot commuters who decide that being a com- some better way or there won't be a, many tobs as
muter is a worthwhile venture and who are happy to be there would be if they willingly gave up ,omething and
just a commuter, rather than trying to repeat history. I help the airlines restore themselves. [her ,ince 197.
would remind you that most of today's trunk airlines when I became involved, I can't remember a time
art, in ettect a combination of what could have been when the airlines enjoyed year-to-year profitahilht

aIled comrnuter airlines. They were assembled by the I'II tell you what kind of year-to-year prolithilht,
C.R. Smiths and the Bill Pattersons. They did a good job I'm talking about. I joined the Bee( h Board the ,ame,
of putting together the major trunks that we have. afternoon I left the Federal A\ iation Admin',tration. In

I have complete confidence in my own conviction every quarter of eery year sin e the, Beee( h ha. had i
that it won't happen again. There won't be a rush to try record quarter, a record year in sale., v',irng,, ind
to assemble a bunch of commuters into either a backlog. That is not because I'm on the' Boird. I 1u',t
regional or a trunk. I think most will be happy to re- want to use the example to let you kno, %%hat I mvin
main local service airlines. They can make a good living about doing something about profitabilitv 'o the ill
at it with the right piece of equipment and what I would have the staying power that's needed to tulill th'ir
call strongly motivated management -people who real- destiny. There isn't any doubt in my mind that air Ira\,el
ly want to do the jotb right. Later on, I'll have a thought is the best of all the modes and it we operate the sv,tem
for those people who would be happy to do that, they properly we are going to have more and more ot it.
have a great challenge. I was glad to hear Administrator Bond explain the

The ,peaker at lunch mentioned that there is room fact that he and the Secretary were not interested in
tor innovation, particularly with the upward pressure of constricting the System. They would like to expand it to
(osts from almost every part of the system. It's not just meet whatever demand could be put on it. They were
cost of fuel, it's cost of labor and, of course, it's the cost asking you to support them, to get the OMB and the
of the acquisition of the airplane. There is real upward Congress to support it and to make certain that funds
pressure. There are lots of ways to take a look at the ex- are spent to create more capacity in this System. I
pense side and dec ide there is a way of doing it that's would also like to see that.
different from the way we have done it up until now. I'm happy to see the current pattern of movement
We ought to do it. In spite of the drawbacks-and the out of some of the principal hubs. I visited with Mr.
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Dunn who used to run the airports of Chicago and then need all the help I can get on this. If you really want to
became the Commissioner of Aviation for the city. He have low priced equipment available then I would sug-
suggested that they now need to start planning the se- gest we all try to get the Congress to consider the idea
cond airport for Chicago to be created along the lines of a tax credit-a tax credit for the development of a
of another O'Hare. I do not believe that the airspace new airplane and the certification thereof and for the 5
could cope with that much additional traffic in that years it takes to go from concept to certification. It may
small a volume. So, the idea that people are making require an investment of up to 100 million dollars to
hubs out of places like St. Louis a:d Memphis is en- build a twin engine, two crew, turboprop airplane
couraging. In other words, they are spreading out the suitable for this industry. The full 100 million should be
air traffic and ma.ing it easier for the control system to written off over 5 years, 20 million dollars a year,
handle it. against the actual tax bill for that corporation, whoever

There are a great many things that I wanted to com- develops it. Now somebody is going to say that is a
ment upon but the one that I really think I would like to giveaway. It isn't.
leave with you is the need for capital formation. If our country wants to create the jobs that are

I o n't know how the commuters are going to buy needed to keel) this economy strong and expanding,
airplanes that they need to pick up the load that they then it ought to consider seriouslty a tax credit for the
have been handed. Each city has its own numbers, research and development cost of an airplane. If you
There aren't enough airplanes around. People are mak- (apitalize the development cost, you are going to have
ing do with airplanes that should be sold by the pound to make that a part of the sales price of every airplane.
rather than by the seat. They'll manage. The FAA will That adds a considerable penalty or higher price to the
make sure that they are safe and maintainable, but that product in order to make it available in our market. I
becomes increasingly hard for airplane like the Con\ air happen to believe that creating jobs is worth the price.
.580. They are old and spare parts are hard to come by. We would get a lower priced airplane and perhaps a
It is going to be increasingly difficult to keel) them in better product because there won't be the reluctance
what I call reliable dispatch condition. But they will do to make the investment.
it and they are wise to do it, because they don't cost It is these kind of things that I would like to leave
anywhere near what the current airplanes (ost. with you. I think they're serious enough to think about.

It's going to be a capital business. Again, the DC-3 And it's not that I'm opposed to having Europeans or
originally cost $225,000. You can't buy anything today whoever else participate in this market. The commuter
for that. The Beech 99, the airplane most of these market hardly exists anywhere else in the world. So if it
people made money with, originally cost $350,000 and is our market, then I think we ought to get in there with
second-hand ones are selling for $450,000 to $500,000. both feet. I think our government ought to help us do
It's 1 years old. So, that gives you some (eel (or how it. That's not a speech for the Beech Aircraft Company,
muc h capital it's going to take. Without any doubt in it's a speech for all who want to make the judgment

mny mind that I'm right, it's $1 5,000 a month just to ser- that they're going to go to work and build an airplane
sic, the debt on any new acquisitions. That's quite a for the commuter segment of aviation.
nut to cra(k. These commuter airline operators had
better learn accounting. They all know how to fly but
the short side ot their balance sheet is their ability to
manage the business. Bill Wilkins:

There' ar(' a lot of good c ommuters out there andth ilvv.There wille a lot of noodew vutthenres Our next panelist comes to us from the State of Min-t h o , e w ill ,, u r mi e . T h e r e w ill b e a lo t o f n e w v e n t u r e sn e o a H i d u e s t r e r e o s p r v e a r n u i c
and expanded air taxis. I think the mortality rate is nesota. His duties there are to supervise aeronautics
enough to give the bankers a little bit of heartburn, within the state of Minnesota. He essentially has held

1 think the commuters ought to be really careful that position since 1962, although the titles have chang-
about how they go about spending the limited capital ed. He came into the job in 1962 and has been reap-
they ha ,e. Take it slow and easy and you'll be one of pointed to the position seven times by a host of dif-
those who survive. Rush into it and you will be one of ferent governors over the years. That suggests to me

those who is certain to belly up. It's clear. I can name a that he is an enormously able state administrator. In ad-

lot oi guys that did this and didn't make it. It is a fact dition to his responsibilities and record there, he was

that there is a great opportunity to die out there. I educated at the universities of Washington, Idaho, and

would not like to discourage those who want to enjoy at St. Mary's College. He is a graduate of the naval

the (hallenge of running a little business. The cadet aviation program in my old home town Corpus

guaranteed loan program is a beginning, but it isn't Christi, Texas. As a matter of fact, after being in the

nearly enough. It you can qualify for a loan from most Navy Reserve, he went back on active duty to fly night

bankers you don't need the loan. You have to do that fighters in the Korean conflict.

to qualify for the guaranteed loan.
So, I want to leave you with one final thought and I It's a pleasure to have you here. Larry McCabe.
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Aviation Forecasting is Tough departures in the smaller communities mean more
drrivals and departures at the busy hub airports. As
more and more communities are served in this fashion,
the effects are magnified because it is necessary to

* make connections at peak times at the hub. It takes just
as long to process a large aircraft as a small one.

Dawson Ransome, President of Ransome Airlines,
summed it up soi.,thing like this in a Commuter Ait

- -suming daisy chain of traftic at the nation's busy hub
La c Mairports-that long line of mixed jets, turboprops, and
Lawrence McCabe piston aircraft of all sizes queuing up in a string to land
Aeronautics Diision at one runway or two."
Aineroa Dpviont How do we weigh the effects of these counteract-
Minnesota Department ing factors in our forecast, in light of inadequate fund-
of Transportation ing and more congestion? What will happen?

Presenting the views of state aviation officials, Mr. Deregulation has other effects also. People who
McCabe calls for strong action by government and in- must travel are finding it more costly and harder to get
dustry to ensure the continued growth of aviation. An where they want to go, unless of course, you happen to
example of the issues he discusses is the future of 100 want to go between long-haul big city markets.
octane fuel. In a tight market, fuel for general aviation The Chicago Sun-Times carried an article entitled
might be lost. Automobile gasoline sales in Minnesota "Deregulation Forces Business Into Private Planes."
alone over three months are equal to the total U.S. When decentralization of business was in vogue a few
consumption of 100 octane fuel in a year. years ago, nobody had ever heard of deregulating air-

lines. To get in and out of field offices and plants in
Good aftrnoon Ladies and Gentlemen... many smaller cities these days, you can't use a com-Gsod arnon ies andm etlemthen P c on mercial airline. Gone too, is the passenger rail service
As one man's view from west of the Potomac on

Aviation and Forecasting, I'd say AVATION FORE- that once served a, a backup. Today, when the front
AAStIN( 1n FoUreH There are many variables which office wants to see what is going on out in the field,

must be accurately assessed if we are going to have they must lake the company aircraft.
reliable forecasts, such as, the economy, fuel supplies. Forbes Magazine noted that, "As deregulated ma-

jor airlines drop cities as sizeable as Bakersfield, Califor-government policies and program impact, the nia and Newport News, Virginia, the commuter airline
responses of industry and the public to these policies industry is growing 10 to 13 percent per year. Business
and programs.Users of forcasts must be an dre of the purpose for jets, more necessary than perk these days, will double
which a torecast is made. The purp ose often affects the in number to 6,000 by 1990."

In firsthand discussions with Minnesota
basic assumption used by the preparer and the depth businessmen, I find that there is a high interest in
to whic h the many factors are evaluated, acquiring aircraft for corporate use. They are finding

In view of the complexities of aviation forecasting, I that schedule cutbacks, high air fares and circuitous
believe the FAA is doing an excellent job of forecating, routings are making the business aircraft a more viable

as compared to 10 years ago. alternative for them. However, backlogs are out to 18Let's discuss some of the policies and programs months or more for turbo-fan equipment and it may
which are affecting aviation and aviation forecasts.

We have in the Aviation Trust Fund an unobligated take even longer for component parts. Gyrating interest
balance of over $4.4 billion. It just sits there, while the rates are makinig it difficult to obtain long-term capital.

debate goes on as to whether airports should be The small FBO seems to be hit the hardest by the

defederalized and avaiation trust fund revenues re- recession, fuel costs, and availability. Some report that
duced. Meanwhile, inflation adds to the cost of airport ,Udsiness hasn't been this slow in 20 years.
impro eaemnl projects and the airport system The big FBO's seem to be expanding to all the ma-

dleteriorates , does; aviation safety. jor markets. I expect this could grow into the medium-
deroa servic (aviti setying communsized cities by some type of franchise agreements.A local service carrier serving communities on a One of the big problems in the next ten years will

route with a 48 to 125 passenger air raft is allowed to be availabiity of 100-octane gasoline. How do we keep

terminate service. By law, the CAB is required to find a te int of the refiningaopnes wen te totl
replcemnt arrer. ostottn, heserepaceent the interest of the refining companies when the total

replacement carrier. Most o)ften, these repla ement

carriers are air carriers using small 10 to 30 passenger usage is 500,000,000 gallons annually. The

air rat. Now, you don't have to be a math major to automobiles in Minnesota use, on the average, this

realize that it will take more departures to provide the much in just three months. We have to convince the oil

same number of seats or even 50% of the seats. More industry to continue to provide aviation gasoline for at
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least another 10 years. At the State and local level, we ed, and is now awaiting answers so they can set a date.
must work to increase fuel storage and do some educa- Many states are also planning meetings of their air-
tional work between the FBO's and the oil industry, so port owners and operators with their Congressional
that the FBO will use this storage effectively to cope delegation during the recess or are flying to Washing-
with the distribution problems. ton at the beginning of the next session. The subject of

We must also work with the small FBO's on some the meetings will be airport aid legislation, aviation
kind of an education (survival) program on how to deal taxes, and the trust fund.
with the changes that they are faced with now and in We urge you to take a personal interest in this type
th,' future. We have always felt that after airports and of program so that we might present a united front
navigational aids, a good healthy FBO was the next before Congress and the Administration.
most important element in aviation growth. If we can solve some of our problems and regain

Another problem is the cost of single engine air- some stability in aviation, forecasting may become
craft to the beginning flyer. It appears that this area is somewhat easier, but nevertheless, at best, it's still the
being hit the hardest and it is driving these people into toughest game in town.
home-builts and powered hang gliders, or they just
quit. This really impacts the small FBO and grass roots
aviation which, I don't think we can afford to lose.

Jo get aviation back on track, we need to develop Bill Wilkins:
a system of runways at larger airports. Some of these Our final panelist comes to us from the National
runways should be short or STOL, which could handle Business Aircraft Association. He is Robert Cooke. Mr.
GA and the commuters. Once the system of runways at Cooke is a graduate of the United States Naval
the congested airports is improved, we can go to work Academy in Annapolis. Interesting-we have a full
on the air traffic system. The Microwave Landing range of academy graduates here except for the Air
System program should be accelerated. This tech- Force Academy. He is Assistant to the President for
nology could allow for some refinements in approach government relations and energy. In that capacity, he
procedures at large airports, and precision approaches acts as the primary spokesperson in aviation matters
at many ot our smaller busy airports. before the United States Congress and the Department

In my opinion, it does little good to have the capa- of Energy. He is a commercial pilot. He has single
bility of flying over 500 miles per hour between airports engine, multi-engine and instrument ratings. He is a
and to be slowed down and vectored all over the coun- high time pilot and a very able spokesman for aviation.
tryside before being allowed to land. If the airport ac- Bob Cooke.
ceptance rate is increased, we can cut the time-
consuming and fuel-wasting delays at the hubs. (75% of
delay,, are taking place at the large hubs and we
estimate that this costs $2.2 billion annually).

Where will the money come from? There is over
4.4 billion dollars in the aviation trust fund. We must
get Congress to authorize the use of these funds for
their intended )rpose. Let me outline what is being
proposed.

We have heard many people today suggest that t.,e
aviation com mu nity should get its act together in sup-
port of airport development aid legislation. If we all get
together and support a common position on this pro-
posed legislation, we should be able to convince Con-
gress and the Administration of the importance of this
program ror all the obvious reasons, and its relation to
t ontrilling intlalion by increasing the productivity of
aviation and other dependent industries.

The National Association ot State Aviation Officials,
(\SA( )i at its annual meeting, (tober 6 in Orlando,
.,wnl )n r(,( ord in support of a concerted effort to get

t()',g, her with ill (iin(erned a\ ation associations and
othe'r intereste organi/ati(in, to see if we could arrive
it sonl, mutual agreement on a common losition deal-
ing vwith ,urpoirts and legislation that all Could support.

NASA( ) has sent letters to all ot the above organi-
/,itu sisuiggvsling s41( I1 . meeting should be s(hedul-
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Future Energy Resources that month, President Nixon had put forward new

for Civil Aviation emergency energy actions wh, h:

oReduced allocation of jet fuel by 5% for December '73
and 15% for January '74
* Pending authority requested from Congress:

-fuel for use by general aviation was to be treated as
follows:

* for air taxi and other alleged high priority uses,
curtailed by 20%

e for business flying including corporate jets, cur-
tailed by 40%

e for personal, pleasure and instructional flying,

Robert A. Cooke curtailed by 50%
Assistant to the President * Other proposals included 50 miles per hour speed
National Business limit for automobiles, ban on ornamental lighting, pro-

SAircraft Association hibit weekend retail sales of motor fuel for autos,
trucks, pleasure boats, private aircraft and recreational

There is no alternative available for petroleum based vehicles.
aviation fuels over the next ten years. The likelihood of Of course, these measures were obviously pro-
shortages and the history of allocation schemes lead ducts from transportation advisors who were either ig-
Mr. Cooke to focus his presentation on the fuel needs norant or malicious. Within one month, the formula
of the business aircraft user. Business use of general had changed to:
aviation contributes significantly to the Nation's
economy. Its contribution can only increase as a conse- * Emergency services, agricultural energy pro-
quence of deregulation and economic dispersion. duction flying: 100% of needs,

* Air Carriers: 100% of base period use (1972)
The Background of The Seventies 9 Business flying: 90% of base period use

It only seems logical that before one can set out to 9 Personal, non-business, instructional and air
describe where we are going we should know where travel clubs: 85% of base period use.
we are and perhaps even take a quick look back to see
where we've been. Prior to the embargo of Middle East By May of 1974 allocations had been erased to
oil in 1973, U.S. transportation policy largely assumed 100% when supplies were available and by July the em-
growth and development with little common concern bargo was definitely behind us. The continued in-
to energy use. As a general rule, energy requirements terference by the Government was not behind us,
to meet transportation demands grew apace, with good however, and it was early 1979 before aviation fuels
performance in increasing efficiency. After a brief could be extricated from Government control.
period in the late 1950's and early 1960's when fuel ef- The Government's response to the shortage was
ficiency temporarily declined with the air carrier transi- (and probably ever shall be) to ration the supply. The
tion to turbine powered aircraft, air transportation effi- basic scheme was to proportionately reduce
ciency improved as a result of greatly improved engine everyone's supply based upon some arbitrary bench-
design. mark. One should not expect bureaucrats to do any

It was business as usual for aviation, over the years, better than that, lacking the ability to see ahead but
to strive to become more efficient. Every pound of fuel possessing absolute 20-20 hindsight. To a growing and
carried is one less pound of payload, an unrelenting in- changing industry, such a response is debilitating.
centive. In 1973, the need to become more efficient Changes in user needs are not readily accommodated.
was greatly increased. There were precursors of a crisis Our bureaucrats decided upon -alendar year 1972.
in early 1973 when our Government warned of an an- One business operator, having operated a recipro-
ticipated shortage. During that summer, the Govern- cating engine aircraft in 1972 traded for a turbine
ment established "guidelines" which were essentially powered Beechcraft King Air in 1973. He was subse-
nothing more than a voluntary allocation plan equal to quently refused an allocation for turbine fuel by a
1972 distribution. There were no indications of a pro- Government official who helpfully suggested that he
tracted shortage. In November 1973, however, the had better see about getting that other airplane back!
President of the United States declared a National Governments (at least ours) also distort their allocation
Energy Emergency. By the sixteenth of the month the programs because of an inherent desire to reward
fuel situation had turned into a crisis. Aviation turbine "goodness" (and I suppose coincidentally punish evil).
fuel was placed under mandatory allocation and avia- What is "good" is what seems to be beneficial to those
tion gasoline under voluntary allocations. By the end of in power, so under the guise of providing "essential"
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service or "providing the most benefit for the greatest (ase in the effects ot such ( ntr(ols on supplies in a
numbers", priority allocations are "set-aside" for cer- slight shortfall situation. Sin(e prI(e (ontrols were al
tarn uses. Needless to say, each special interest vies for in force, normal market for-(,, played only, a nominal
re( ognition in suc.h a situation. Each feels, appropriate- role.
ly. that it should have its own "set-aside". We in the The Department ot Energy established a system ot
United States, as you have seen, started out with a supply priorities that signfi( antly redu ed the supply ot
whole list of bureaucrat devised rank-ordered uses. gasoline available at the retail pump. Before an
And the list grew. It was, of course, not feasible to gasoline can be allo(ated to retail outlets. DOE regula-
argue against ''emergency aviation services, safety, and tions provide that the needs of priority users be met.
mercy missions'' as top priority for access to available This amounts to approximately 3% ot available suppl .
resources. And of course everyone who eats can agree After those requirements are met, an additional 5% ot
to the ne(essity of "agricultural production flying" as the remaining supply is reserved to ea( h of our 50
an important member of the top-priority team, fully states under so called set-aside programs, tor( ing the
justified to receive special consideration. Then those industry to withhold 5% of available supplies tor most
engaged in energy production flying certainly deserve of each month. Each state decides whether, when and
some special consideration, and of course telecom- how to allocate its own set-aside, and there are indeed
muni(ations flying, whatever that is, had successful ad- fifty sets of standards, one of which (onsists of gis ing
vocates for special consideration. Then there was set-aside fuel to anyone who asks for it.
business flying and flight crew training and proficiency Contrastingly, aviation fuel supplies were never in
flying and aircraft manufacturing and instructional fly- serious jeopardy throughout the emergency. Ot
ing and air travel club flying-there were as many advo- course, aviation fuels are not under controls and there
cates for special consideration as there were airplanes, were no set-asides to amplify the shortage to the end
almost! users. The free market functioned. To my knowledge,

We in business aviation strongly feel that no seg- no flight was ever cancelled during this period strictly
ment of the industry should be singled out for favorite as a result of no fuel. There weit, several flights,
treatment and none should be singled out to bear the especially in the highly competitive North Atlantic
brunt of shortage. We are painfully aware that the route structure, where cancellation was attributed to a
ICAO recently suggested that all members thereof fuel scarcity, but further inquiry showed that in most
adopt the position that air carriers have priority over all cases a distinct economic advantage lay in having a
other users. We disagree strenuously with such short- money-loser cancelled and the fuel shortage was a con-
sightedness, U.S. law now specifically precludes that venient and creditable excuse to use.
allocation programs be based upon ". . . reasonable
classification of, or unreasonable differentiation be- Our Current Situation
tween, classes of users..." and also requires that World-wide, petroleum now appears to be plen-
restrictions" . .. be carried out in such manner to be tiful and aviation fuels are readily available. At a high
fair and to create a reasonable distribution of the price, of course,. In the United States, we still enjoy
burden of such restrictions on all sectors of the relatively cheap petroleum since much of our domestic
economy, without imposing an unreasonably dispro- produced crude oil is still under price controls. As less
portionate share of such burden on any specific class of and less petroleum is produced from sources still under
industry, business or commercial enterprise, or any controls, our prices are rising and should eventually, by
segment thereof ... " We worked very hard to be sure October of next year, reach parity with the rest of the
that our laws reflect those principles. Our greatest dif- free world. Given sufficient crude oil, our U.S. refinery
ficulties now come from ambitious administrators, ig- capacity is sufficient to keep our aircraft flying,
norant of the past, who do not bother to read the law although many refiners find aviation gasoline produc-
or, having read it, consider themselves above it or their tion troublesome and relatively unprofitable.
own judgement superior to it. Such superior judge-
ments have resulted in "set-asides," that is the preemp- Aviation Fuels Prospects
tive reservation of certain quantities of fuel for worthy Civil aviation accounts for only a very small propor-

purposes. Set-asides exacerbate shortages. A slight sup- tion of total oil consumption, less than 4% world wide.
ply shortage can be turned into a crisis by simply in- In the United States, where per capita consumption of
sisting that certain categories of users should have first energy is the highest in the world and aviation now the
call on available resources and setting aside those major mode of long range intercity travel, 6.8% of total

amounts. In the United States, during the first three refinery output is kerosine, mostly for jet fuel. This is an
quarters of 1979, we expected a motor gasoline shor- average figure, since there are large regional variations.
tage of crisis proportions which resulted from an ap- Such variations reflect differing market demand as well

proximate 5% shortfall in refinery runs of crude oil. as access to different types of crude oil, California
Since motor gasoline was and still remains under refineries yield 11.8% kerosine while eastern U.S.
Government allocation controls, it provided a textbook refineries yield about 3.2% of their total output as

kerosine.
i'',
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The lion's share of jet fuel goes to certificated air sumers to (oert from oil to natural gas for e( onomi(
(arriers. general aviation using a mere one gallon for reasons. Simirlarly. the United States ( urrently has a tax
eat h twenty consumed by the carriers. There is conse- loo)hole tor homeowners whi( h p)ermits them to
quently a nearly direct relationship between the de- ( redit up to (ertain amounts toward their
mand tor passenger and freight capacity and total aria- annual imome tax, money spent for solar heating and

tion tuel requirements. other tuel sa ing modititation, su( h as insulation and
Increased quantities of aviation kerosine can be storm windows, All government policies atte(t the ag-

produted from crude oil, but only if other refinery pro- gregate petroleum demand dlirectly, and as a conse-
ducts are traded off, specifically distillate fuel oil and quen( e affect the axailabilitv of aviation tuels, indire(t-

motor gasoline. While there are enormous variations in ly.
the composition of crude oils, catalytic cracking and on the lI)r(du( tiin side, we need only look to the
other fractionate processing provides flexibility to most recent meeting ot the OPEC oil ministers to see
refiners to adjust outputs. If kerosine production were politi(al leerage used in a most sophisticated manner.
to be maximized, it could be as high as 1O to 15 percent
ot the total production, depending upon the quality of Near-Term Initiatives
the crude oil input. There would be a higher price to For the near term, that is the next 10 years or so,

pay; however, it is reassuring to know that it is there are no alternatives to petroleum based fuels for
technically feasible to produce substantially higher ax itmon, and, as we see, none are really needed. There
yields of kerosine from crude oil. are, however, many strategies for fuel savings, most of

The specifications to which aviation fuels are refin- which modify operations in one manner or another to
ed also influence availability of aviation turbine fuel reduce costs. None promise,. more than incremental
from crude oil. In the United States we have, since gain" against total consumption. Some have already
1976, permitted a slight broadening of the specifica- been implemented to the point where little additional
tions with respect to smoke point, which is primarily an (an be wrung therefrom. I won't detail them, since I'm
environmental concern, and aromatic content, which reasonably confident that this audience is well ac-
effects the burning characteristics. An increased yield quainted with them: but do suggest those interested in
of turbine fuel results. The specification for freeze point a more detailed look refer to the SAE paper referenced
has also been relaxed for Jet A-I, but agreement to do in the notes. For the operator of business jets, the Na-
so was not universal within the aviation community. tional Business Aircraft Association has produced a
Other specification changes can also be anticipated in booklet, appropriately entitled CONSERVE, of which

the near future as refiners seek to increase the yield of we are quite proud. Many of the recommendations

turbine fuel. contained therein have broader application than just
As noted, the fuel needs of civil aviation are for business jets.

relatively small, but the possibility of a shortfall of sup-
plies to those needs depends not only on the total Developments in Alternative Fuels
(rude oil production, but also on the proportion of While in the near-term, alternatives to petroleum
refinery production which will be directed to meet based fuels do not appear practical, the constant up-
aviation fuel specifications. We are thus interdepen- ward spiraling price of petroleum will make alternatives
dent with other petroleum uses and the availability of more than attractive sometime near or past this cen-
petroleum based aviation fuels will respond to changes tury's end. Some research has already been ac-
in the use of non-petroleum substitutes such as coal complished toward the development of alternatives to
and nuclear power for applications which more easily petroleum, but before we look at them I'd like to ex-
adapt to changes. amine briefly those characteristics of petroleum based

fuels which make them so practical for aviation use.

Politics of Change Both jet fuel and aviation gasoline are amenable to
In addition to being dependent upon the availabili- safe and economic air transport, a very basic require-

ty of crude oil, its quality, the specifications we insist ment. For example, jet fuel density and energy proper-
upon for our fuel, and demands for other refined pro- ties allow fuel tanks to be far removed from the
ducts, aviation fuel supplies will be influenced by the passenger compartment. The physical properties of

policies pursued by producing and consuming nations. avaiation fuels, such as boiling and freezing
For example, in the United States we currently enjoy temperatures, make them useful over the full range of
abundance of relatively cheap natural gas, largely as a ambient atmospheric conditions likely to be en-
result of Government uneasiness about allowing some (ountered. let fuel is easily gotten through refining and
sectors of the electorate to suffer the full consequences avgas through reforming. Both are readily transportable
of inflation. Only recently, the price of crude oil pro- by pipeline, railcar or motor truck. If you were to

duced from wells within our borders has been allowed specify a design ot fuel for air commerce, you would be
to rise, for much the same reasons. Both of these fac- hard pressed to do much better than our nearly univer-

4 tors now create the incentive for many energy con- sal specification for aviation turbine fuel. Future fuels
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Miake a n ai irpfartit, quite(r t ha n 85 1.PN DB - the prce of 1$1 .84 next year, $2.01 in 1982, $2. 3bin 1983,
sigtnaItI t lex ci ot an ai rrla int' tailing tihrouigh the Sky and then climbing at about 10( percent a year. Don't
xx it hhit itS engines runnfing. T here's a (ertai n i rreduiLKI quote me to the pen ny. So our estimiates. I guess, are a
bit' xei 0belcixx xx hi h airp lane noise lv els Just Won't litter higher than the FAANS, but I thi nk they trac k p)retty

go Well. Furthermore, We assume fuel Will be available it
the price is paid. That's, an interesting question,

Bill Wilkins: however.
I Might Just corn men10t that Our nxi ronmenta I and

F negy )ticeis vey atixe prt cijantin he uesionI can't speak tor ali the major oil( om panics but I know,
or seeking, quieter operations around our airports. As as a matter of fac t, that at the N BAA meeting in Kansas
Wit, %%ho ret ently joined the Washington scene, I City two e'~ecutix es of Phillips Petroleum, said that they

\\ (Iilt So'( Ond Somiet hing xxi hih the Administrator Said not only are determ ined to be a tactor in this business,
his morning: There S a ltot (It1 ation Out there oIt xxh it 1i but they are conimmitted to pirovid ing all ot the fuel

the ax ition intlustry has to be omle c onscious. Citizen that's needed where they t-an re*ath through their
gr oup s are, going to havre to be p)a r of this proce'ss and distri but ion system,. I think that the biggest piroblem

th',i ato idsryi gig ohx o ernhwthat pelelt like Mr. McCabe have are that storage
pillitit s IS layred at tilt lici cec. tac.ilities are Lust riot therte at some of the smaller plates

and that it's, costly to distribute fuel to a lot ot the more
Question: Mr. Shatter d that deregulation atfected remott' and Smaller user facilities.
lnix one Segmnilt ot i . thing \\e t all ge'ne'ral a\ iation,

commuterS. I thin[, '-!at is soinit'xxhat (It an awkw.ard Larry McCabe:
51fInifititat iOn Ot the' skito In ' r*t Fbusint'ss aviatiton The pi peli nt's onliy go to tt'rtai n arreas, iii the country. It
groxxing xery rapidIN as a onIseq'(nce'oftderegulatiorl? Would be nict' to he at the end of the pipieline'. One

State', for example', is Working now on dex eloping a
lack Shaffer: kind Of fuel d tip systemi inr cooperation wvithi some (It

think it niav have corn', u % rong. I didn't intt'nd their tounities. They art' building a tank farnm where
that. There's a g~reat demnirrd tor th lit t rporate airplane, t hey Store' this fuel and where thlit locali fixed baseI
there'S a great denand for the o%\ ncr-operator aircrarft. operartors can draw their needs, They will buy it when
I Said both (If those thinrgs,. I said th li'commnute'r elemniit the fuel IS Jai abIt' aid stoc kpile it. in Mi nnesoIta, What
is attv'cted nrert thanr thlie majoirs or the' t runrk system we have tried to do throughout the' state is to en-
only, because they art' about thet sariit total Size in C(Iuragt' coninunities to) take a tanker lod and share it.
numbeir (It ai rcratt. Six thousand is, the forecasted Two or three of the snialler airports could pooi their
n umber nor thie bigger a irplaries and 5,800 is t lit re'souLrces tolget her and buy a tanker load, put it in the
torec~asted numiber for the corriniutt'r type airplanes. ground in tht' moutst ctoixenit'nt locationr and thien draw
Btut there's rio quest ion thFat thet corporatt' fleet Will fri ri it.
grow% and groIx..

T here , no LIVSti(n 'AS you dt'ctnt rali/e i ndustry,
niore' snui,il toIwns and riiore 10\% f(IjOtilation corii- Bill Wilkins:
niuiies Wxiii get tactories an(] the mniaigers haix to hebt I think that yo~u hax e heard today a sent's olf very ar-

ther treucntv. Tere' onl tin wayto gt th're, tic ulate spo(kesmiien for %arious aspects (If our industry.

* * ~perhaips. and that's either by clrpotrate airplane or by Tefrcitclieec a enayal xet ti
ont'r titiw n airpliane. I don't hiaxe t' problen with it at not going away F'ut we do expect next year's c'on-

all. ni iairrv wt hi t'reu laron.tt'rerice toI be t'xpanded . It Will give uIS a t hamne to talk
about policyv and planning as Well as forecasting. On

Question: Thie basit premlises ot the FAA torec(ast with behalt ot the Federal Aviation Adniinstraiton and Ad-
ri'spet' t to gen('ral ax ration are,: (I) That tht'rt' will Fie iinistrait(r Bonid, lt't nit thank you for toning and

tuel ax a iable t ir GA: 02 That thFit price will go utIF Wish you a tpleasant day.
Signiticantlv -an ax erage I1) percent per year arid, bas-
edt oIn tioday S toret(ast . it myay e'ven Fhe grt'ater: and, (3)
That thFie prix ate flying Set tor WoulId Fbt the sector that
wi iti d showv the least grolwt h. it we talk toi Sonic (Ithe'r
t ur(, asters it may, cx en show a dnet line by 14~92.
WoulId you art Itt t ornnint (In the thire'e plremiises?

Bob Cooke:
We loo(ked( at price in our energy ( omittee meeting
laist mo(nth. We are loolki ng Itor an ax trage nat ionwide
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